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Preface

These proceedings contain the accepted contributions of the second Doctoral Symposium of the
International Symposium on Engineering Secure Software and Systems (ESSoS). The ESSoS
Doctoral Symposium 2013 was held in Paris (Rocquencourt), France on Wednesday, February
27, 2013 in conjunction with the ESSoS 2013 Symposium.

Following the aim of the ESSoS-DS past edition, the scope of the current event was focused
on providing PhD students an opportunity to discuss their research in Engineering Secure
Software and Systems in an international forum, and with a panel of well-known experts in the
field. In a welcoming and informal atmosphere, students could discuss the goals already achieved
or planned, the research challenges they are interested in, the projects they are working on,
the facilities they are developing, and the problems they want to solve in their doctoral work.
During the Doctoral Symposium students received feedback from senior researchers, industrial
partners and experts. The symposium was also a good opportunity for meeting and sharing
experiences with other PhD students, who are addressing similar topics or are at a similar stage
in their doctoral work.

All papers contained in these proceedings have been peer-reviewed by 3–4 programme com-
mittee members. They cover a wide spectrum of topics.

Francisco Moyano, Carmen Fernandez-Gago and Javier Lopez treat the topic of trust and
reputation, which plays an important role in security-critical applications.

Naod Duga Jebessa, Guido van’t Noordende, and Cees de Laat discuss how to construct
secure virtual machines from declarative descriptions.

Jonathan Woodruff, Simon W. Moore, and Robert N. M. Watson propose a capability model
to support memory segmenation, which enhances security.

Jan Stijohann and Jorge Cuellar aim at a systematic generation of security tests. They
propose a two-step method, bridging the gap between risk analysis and security testing.

Christian Mainka, Vladislav Mlandeno, Juray Somorovsky, and Jörg Schwenk introduce
a penetration test tool for XML-bse Web Services, which serves to secure service-oriented
architectures.

Harsha K. Kalutarage, Siraj A. Shaikh, Qin Zhou and Anne E. James discuss a Bayesian
approach to monitor nodes in computer networks for slow suspicious activities.

Tong Li, John Mylopoulos and Fabio Massacci consider socio-technical systems (STS), con-
sisting of people, software, and hardware. They aim at developing a comprehensive framework
for designing secure STS.
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Alexander van den Berghe, Riccardo Scandariato and Wouter Joosen describe a procedure
for a systematic literature review in the area of secure software design.

Katsiaryna Labunets and Fabio Massacci propose to conduct a series of empirical studies
to aid practitioners in selecting an appropriate security requirements engineering method and
to support method designers in improving their methods.

The diversity of the considered topics and applied techniques of the thesis research contained
in these proceedings shows that the area of Engineering Secure Software and Systems is a lively
one, offering challenging research opportunities.

Duisburg and Pisa, February 2013
Maritta Heisel and Eda Marchetti
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A Trust and Reputation Framework ∗

Francisco Moyano

Department of Computer Science, University of Malaga, 29071, Málaga, Spain
moyano@lcc.uma.es

Abstract. The Future Internet is posing new security challenges as their
scenarios are bringing together a huge amount of stakeholders and de-
vices that must interact under unforeseeable conditions. In addition, in
these scenarios we cannot expect entities to know each other beforehand,
and therefore, they must be involved in risky and uncertain collabora-
tions. In order to minimize threats and security breaches, it is required
that a well-informed decision-making process is in place, and it is here
where trust and reputation can play a crucial role. Unfortunately, ser-
vices and applications developers are often unarmed to address trust and
reputation requirements in these scenarios. To overcome this limitation,
we propose a trust and reputation framework that allows developers to
create trust- and reputation-aware applications.

Supervisors: Carmen Fernandez-Gago and Javier Lopez

1 Introduction: Problem and Motivation

Future Internet (FI) scenarios bring together multiple entities, namely stakehold-
ers and devices, that need to collaborate in order to reach their goals. Should
these entities knew each other beforehand, upfront mechanisms could be in place
at design-time in order to ensure that these collaborations have a successful end-
ing for all parties. However, this cannot be assumed. Therefore, it is required to
guarantee a successful ending even under risky and uncertain conditions, which
generally involves making good decisions. These conditions present a breeding
ground for trust.

Even when the concept of trust is not standardized, it is agreed that it
can be a valuable tool to leverage decision-making processes. The concept and
implications of trust are embodied in trust models, which define the rules to
process trust in an automatic or semi-automatic way within a computational
setting. For the last twenty years, many models have been proposed, each one
targeting different contexts and purposes, and with their own particularities.

∗The research leading to these results have received funding from the European
Community’s Seventh Framework Programme FP7/2007-2013 as part of the Network
of Excellence NESSoS (www.nessos-project.eu) under grant agreement number 256980.
The first author is funded by the Spanish Ministry of Education through the National
F.P.U. Program.
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One issue with trust models is that they are usually built on top of an existing
application in an ad-hoc manner in order to match the specific needs of the
application and its environment, limiting the models’ re-usability. Furthermore,
most models do not distinguish explicitly between trust and reputation, nor do
they provide guidelines to combine these notions to yield more solid results.

We believe that this approach is not adequate and that developers should be
provided with some mechanisms to systematically incorporate trust and reputa-
tion models into their services and applications.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the goals
that we are pursuing. In Section 3 we explain the research methodology that is
being followed and discuss the work that has been carried out up to now. Finally,
the conclusions and some lines for future research are presented in Section 4.

2 Aims and Goals

Our main goal is the specification, design and implementation of a development
framework that allows developers to implement trust- and reputation-aware ap-
plications. The framework must expose an Application Programming Interface
(API) in order to make its functionalities accessible, and it must also provide
hot spots where trust models can be customized to fit the application needs.

An important sub-goal that is derived from the main expected contributions
is the provision of insight into trust and reputation. It is often the case that
these concepts are considered as being synonyms or are used interchangeably,
however they are quite different notions that need to be considered separately.
Building a development framework requires performing a domain analysis in the
framework targeted area, in this case, trust and reputation. Not only can this
domain analysis shed light on concepts such as trust or reputation, but also on
the trust models internal workings.

The main expected contribution of this research to the field of Engineering
Secure Software and Systems is two-fold: on the one hand, by providing devel-
opers with a tool like a trust and reputation framework, we foster thinking over
trust and reputation requirements from the very beginning. On the other hand,
as applications are developed by using the framework, trust and reputation mod-
els are naturally incorporated within the application itself, and not as patches
added after-the-fact, as it is the standard nowadays. Thus, trust models can use
all the information available to the application in a more efficient way.

3 Research Methodology

This section summarizes the research methodology that is being followed. It is
divided into six phases, each one further elaborated in its own section. For each
phase, we state whether it is completed or further work needs to be done, and
we also outline their main findings and results.
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3.1 Phase 1: Literature Review

Surveys, such as the one by Jøsang, Ismail and Boyd [5] or the one by Ruohomaa
and Kutvonen [11] are the best starting point to obtain a solid knowledge of the
work carried out in trust and reputation over a period of time, and they consti-
tute the main source for the next phase: the domain analysis. Other interesting
contributions include those that provide assistance to developers with creating
trust and reputation implementations. In this direction, we conducted research
on architectural styles [12], frameworks [7] [2] and middlewares [6] [4] where trust
and reputation are the core concept.

Some drawn conclusions are that most works do not provide enough margin
of customization and lack of a framework-oriented approach. In addition, no
existing contributions differentiate between the notions of trust and reputation,
as they tend to focus on just one of them, usually reputation.

Even though this task was already finished, it is required to continuously
check out new interesting papers.

3.2 Phase 2: Domain Analysis

A domain analysis is of paramount importance when building a development
framework [3], and for this analysis to be complete, it may be required to look
up new literature that helps to fill some gaps that may have arisen.

The main contribution is a conceptual framework that gathers and relates
the most important concepts in trust and reputation models. This framework is
represented in the form of UML diagrams, like the one depicted in Figure 1. As
explained in an earlier contribution [8], this conceptual framework also serves as
a comparison framework under which different trust and reputation models can
be compared.
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Fig. 1: Common Concepts for Trust Models
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Also, in our earlier work [8], we classified trust models into two types: decision
models, tightly related to the authorization problem, and evaluation models,
where the evaluation of trust according to several influencing factors is the most
important consideration.

Even though this phase is also completed, the analysis should be refined as
new relevant papers arise.

3.3 Phase 3: Requirements Elicitation

The previous phase conducted an exhaustive analysis on trust and reputation.
This analysis assisted in determining the requirements that a trust and repu-
tation framework must fulfil. Since accommodating all possible trust models in
a single framework may be a daunting task, we decided to focus on evaluation
models. A list of requirements can be found in an earlier work [10].

Even though this phase is finalized, some new requirements may arise as
a consequence of new relevant literature or due to the architecture and design
phases. One of our findings is that evaluation models are centred around the
notion of trust metric. Trust metric uses a computation engine to yield a trust
or reputation value given a set of variables. The difference between many eval-
uation models stems from (i) the variables used in the computation and (ii) the
computation engine used to aggregate these variables into a simple value or a
tuple of values. Therefore, one of the most important requirements for a trust
and reputation framework is to allow developers to define their own metrics.
Time and uncertainty are two important factors as well, and developers should
be allowed to include them. The former may be used to consider freshness in
trust values, whereas the latter refers to how reliable a trust value is.

3.4 Phase 4: Architecture

This phase consists of sketching the high-level software structure that supports
the requirements elicited in the previous phase. A half-way technical and concep-
tual architecture was discussed in earlier works [10] [9]. A recent work1 provides
greater insight into the technical details of a possible architecture, and even
guidelines are given for implementation of some of the components and their
communication mechanisms.

At the architectural level, building a trust and reputation framework requires
planning in two fronts. On the one hand, we need to carefully design an easy
yet flexible API that allows connecting any application to a trust server. On
the other hand, the framework must provide enough hot spots to support the
customization of the trust server behaviour at runtime in order to accommodate
new trust and reputation models.

The type of application that we want to build by using the framework de-
termines the design of the aforementioned factors: API and hot spots. In this

1We cannot provide the reference as the work is currently under review.
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sense, we think of two types of applications that follow two different architectural
styles: client-server applications and peer-to-peer applications.

The first one requires the developer to define the interactions between an
application server and a trust server, and the trust server holds information
about the whole system. In the second approach, each peer holds an instance of
the trust server, which holds only partial information about the whole system.

The architecture proposed in our recent work1 was originally designed to
support the client-server approach, even though we think it can be tailored in
order to support the peer-to-peer architectural style.

3.5 Phase 5: Design and Implementation

This phase elaborates on the architecture in order to refine the components into
sub-components and modules. Inner data structures are also detailed and the
database schemas and tables are fully specified. This refinement goes on until
the implementation of each module is made easy. This phase remains unfinished.

3.6 Phase 6: Validation

The last phase consists of validating the framework implementation by develop-
ing a trust-aware application in the scope of e-Health and/or SmartGrid, which
have been identified as the two main NESSoS2 scenarios [1].

It is likely that we observe certain deficiencies and limitations of the frame-
work in a real application. Actually, any framework requires iterations in order
to be able to accommodate a wide range of applications. Therefore, the output of
this phase could help to improve the architecture and design of the framework.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

New Future Internet applications will need support from trust and reputation
services for their successful adoption. Yet these services have been laid aside and
are very often considered once an application is already deployed and running.
At that moment, adding trust and reputation features may be hard, and may
lead to poor and, above all, barely reusable solutions.

We propose a trust framework that assists developers in the task of creating
services and applications that need trust and reputation models. Examples of
such applications are those proposed in the NESSoS project, and validation is
to be done in their scope.

As future work, we are planning to research on how reconfiguration mecha-
nisms can leverage trust models during the service or application lifetime. The
trend in Software Engineering is towards adapting the software at runtime to
new requirements or new environmental conditions, changing the architecture
itself without the need for re-implementation. We would like to obtain insight
into how the trust framework could exploit advances in this direction in order
to support self-adapting trust models.

2www.nessos-project.eu
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Towards Purpose-Driven Virtual Machines

Naod Duga Jebessa Guido van ’t Noordende Cees de Laat
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Science Park 904, 1098XH Amsterdam, The Netherlands
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Abstract

Virtual machines (VMs) are often generic though they are meant to
serve a specific purpose. The redundancy of generic VMs may incur
costs in security (due to bigger attack surface and a larger trusted com-
puting base) and performance (due to extra VM image size as well as
overheads in CPU and memory). We are working on techniques to build
minimal, application-specific and secure virtual machines from declar-
ative descriptions. An application running in a VM has dependencies
on other applications, libraries, kernel features and (virtual) hardware.
We model such a dependency as a graph. The VM is treated as an op-
timized system built specifically to satisfy this dependency out of a set
of interdependent components such as packages and kernels from OS
distributions. Such distributions and installations based on them are
inherently complex networks that could benefit from a formal, rigorous
treatment in order to perform security and performance optimization.
In this paper, we describe our motivation and vision for this project,
outline our approach, briefly report on current status, discuss challenges
and research problems that we intend to work on in the future.

1 Introduction

The virtual machine concept is one of the key enablers of clouds, and has found applications in mobility, security,
fault tolerance, grids, testing, and development. VMs are often used to run a set of applications and as such
can be thought of as having a specific purpose. Nonetheless, VMs are commonly instantiated from ready-made,
generic images or are composed from off-the-shelf components like applications, libraries, operating systems,
and device drivers meant for physical machines. For example, a VM image with a general purpose kernel with
millions of lines of code (LOC) in its trusted compute base (TCB) can result in an unnecessarily large attack
surface. There are vulnerable libraries, applications, protocol stacks and service configurations that could be
omitted or otherwise optimized without breaking the functionality of the application in question.
VMs are prone to misconfiguration by users who have to work with generic images that are not optimized, either
due to lack of expertise or simply because it is easier to just use an existing, general purpose image. This may
incur costs in terms of performance, due to extra VM image size, overheads in CPU and memory usage, as well
as security, due to bigger attack surface and a larger TCB. Moreover, users are faced with VM sprawl as images
are created, deployed, changed, snapshotted, cloned and archived, making lifecycle management difficult. Many
of these problems can be attributed to the black-box nature of VM images.
We are advocating declarative descriptions of virtual machines so we can build an optimal virtual machine on

Copyright c⃝ by the paper’s authors. Copying permitted only for private and academic purposes.

In: M. Heisel, E. Marchetti (eds.): Proceedings of ESSoS-DS 2013, Paris, France, 27-Feb-2013, published at http://ceur-ws.org
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Figure 1: Outputs D, C, M & T after each of the 4 stages in the VM building pipeline

demand from existing components. Doing so should allow us to do fine grained and automated optimization.
Moreover, it would be easier to reason over the security or other properties of the system using a semantically
rich model, than over an unstructured virtual machine image.

2 Approach

We use graph models for OS distributions and virtual machines built from them. The purpose of the VM
is declared using a domain-specific language (DSL [17, 23]). The declarative description is then used as an
input to a pipeline used to build an optimized VM. The problem is partitioned into two major subproblems.
The first subproblem, corresponding to the two stages in our four stage pipeline (see D and C in figure 1),
focuses on descriptions and as such involves language and semantics related issues as well as ways to capture
user/application requirements. The second subproblem is about translating the descriptions to concrete systems
that meet constraints derived from the second stage. For brevity, we have shown the outputs of each stage while
arrows represent intermediate blocks.

2.1 Operating Systems as Complex Networks

It is possible to model an operating system distribution as a graph of interdependent components. An operating
system OSi can have v versions, each comprising a set P of packages with a dependency graph Gp and a kernel
whose features [4, 7] can be represented as a dependency graph Gk. It is worth noting that there is an implicit
dependency between Gp and Gk as applications and libraries expect a kernel to interact with and because many
distributions treat the kernel itself as a package.
Because we can annotate the graph model with external information about, say, security-related statistics on
packages, we will be able to employ security-aware constraints in our optimization pipeline. This pipeline is part
of a toolchain for building virtual machines that we are developing.
An ongoing work is to use ideas from network science and complexity [1, 2] to understand the structure and
dynamics of OS distributions and installations [5]. As an example, we created an annotated semantic graph
of Debian Squeeze that comes with a Linux 2.6 kernel for i386. This graph has approximately 40 thousand
nodes and 170 thousand edges. Figure 2 shows a visualization of the graph. One can imagine how challenging
it is to manipulate this model and gain insight from it. However, we simplify the problem by focusing on the
dependency graph of a small set of applications on a specific OS, as shown in figures 3 and 4.

2.2 Declarative Descriptions and Constraints

The VM is declaratively described in a domain-specific language (DSL). The description specifies minimal re-
quirements from the VM such as set of packages, kernel features and system configurations for software, (virtual)
hardware, networks, and so on. This description is then analyzed to fill in details and create a constraint for
optimization, as shown in figure 1. The DSL should be expressive enough and should allow explicit declarations
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Figure 2: An OS as a complex network

Figure 3: Minimized network for a specific application.
The center node is libc, the C runtime library for Unix-
like systems.

through conjunction, negation, and disjunction. For example, a description may have a list of requirements
that must be satisfied (conjunction), unneeded functionality (negation), and alternatives for a certain feature
(disjunction). Implicit requirements in the VM will be incorporated as default constraints upon analysis. For
example, if the declarative description does not state what version of an OS to use, a default version may be
selected. Declarative descriptions and constraints have several advantages. They can be versioned to allow
rollback; can be based on existing templates; and can be reasoned about (say, to map a declaration/constraint
to an already built VM).

2.3 Optimization and Reasoning About VM Security

We look at the VM as the minimal composition from a set of interdependent components in package dependency
graphs Gpi and kernel feature graphs Gkj that satisfies the constraint set forth by the declarative description.
Dependency resolution is an NP-complete problem [3]. The fact that we add constraints might lead to declarations
with constraints that are not satisfied. From the package dependency graph point of view (see figure 4 for a specific
application1), the problem is finding an optimal installation that satisfies constraints pertaining to packages [8].
For the kernel, this translates to (de)selecting features based on constraints on the kernel, specifically device
drivers, file systems and protocol stacks [4, 7].
Let us consider the case where there is a security advisory for a network exploitable vulnerability in package X

version a.b.c for a specific OS. A query to the declarative description and the blueprint of the VM would show
if we have that specific version in the virtual machine. This could be automated and can be an integral part of
a simplified security lifecycle management pipeline.
A practical problem with this approach is that security advisories (like CVE/DSA2) are not semantically rich
enough. We see promising research with practical significance in employing semantic technologies to describe,
consume and process security-related information.

2.4 Building Virtual Machines

Having installed an optimized package set on top of a possibly optimized kernel, a VM image can be configured
with cryptographic keys, users, passwords and the like along with extra dependencies like memory, processor,
storage and network settings to a specific target hypervisor.
We are building a proof-of-concept setup to validate the ideas presented so far. There are at least four engineering
challenges. First, there are quite a few hypervisors to target, each with a somewhat different view of a guest

1http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk
2http://cve.mitre.org/, http://www.debian.org/security/
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Figure 4: Partial dependency graph for a specific application

VM. To this end, we plan to have a modular and extensible VM building pipeline. The design of the hypervisor
might also constrain how we optimize the VM and it is worth considering hypervisor-VM optimization in this
regard, e.g. with respect to drivers.
Second, there are a range of VM image formats and containers to target. The qcow2 format used by
KVM/QEMU, for instance, is quite different from formats like Xen raw disk, AMI (Amazon, with separate
kernel and ramdisk), Microsoft Hyper-V’s vhd, VirtualBox vdi, and vmdk (VMware). However, a modular design
should allow us to build a VM and target it to different formats. This is possible because most formats are more
or less indifferent to how we optimize the internal subsystems of the VM and because there are readily available
conversion tools.
Third, there are a plethora of operating systems that we can build virtual machines from. Modeling each OS as
an annotated dependency graph is a difficult endeavor. Hence, we plan to work on a set of representative OS
distributions. Even though our approach is ideal for the Unix philosophy and package-based source/binary OS
distributions, it should be possible to extend the idea to other platforms, as the formalism we are developing is
fairly generic.
Last but not least, there is the issue of efficient VM building. One might consider having a ready made ’base’
VM setup for commonly used virtual machines and configure a candidate based on the constraints set forth by
the declarative description. This approach may be useful when the time to build and deploy is of significant
importance, as building a custom kernel takes several minutes and package installation and configuration takes
significant time as well.

3 Research Challenges and Future Work

1. How do we manage complexity and heterogeneity? : One challenge is coming up with a fairly generic abstrac-
tion that can be used to model a VM based on any one of a range of OS distributions; built for one or more
hypervisors and processor architectures; and can be targeted at one or more cloud stacks. We believe that
dependency graphs and complex networks are a viable foundation to start with, together with an informa-
tion model for each component from which the VM is composed from. In such an approach, we treat the
VM as a layered stack of dependencies in hardware, hypervisor, kernel features, libraries, applications and
configurations. Such a graph model allows us to separate theoretical problems from implementation issues.
The model would benefit from existing research in complex networks [1], graph theory [2, 12, 21], boolean
satisfiability and dependency resolution [3, 19, 13, 14]. We could leverage existing tools and demonstrate
our ideas through a proof of concept pipeline instead of a complete implementation that supports all major
operating systems and hypervisors.

2. How do we describe the specific purpose of a VM? : People often use natural languages to describe what a
specific machine is for, be it physical or virtual, even though the machine is, in principle, general-purpose.
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The design of a declarative language for VM description calls for a tradeoff between simplicity and ex-
pressiveness. The first challenge arises from the fact that a user cannot be expected to explicitly declare
everything. So the language [20, 23] should have constructs to support implicit declarations. Second, the
expressive power of the language dictates much of what is done after processing a description. For example,
a very fine-grained description (e.g. with conjunctive normal form constraints) may be difficult to satisfy,
due to a limited search space and making the optimization problem at hand difficult (as in too many vari-
ables and constraints) and time-consuming (translating the solution to a concrete VM). A coarse-grained
description, on the other hand, may introduce indeterminism, sub-optimal or too-optimized solutions, and
an increased search space.

3. How do we fill the semantic gap in security? : To our surprise, much of the available security-related infor-
mation (e.g. from CVE or specific vendors) is not structured enough to be used by automated tools. In our
particular case, for example, it is not easy to gather vulnerability information so as to measure or evaluate
the security of a VM instance due the ambiguity, incompleteness and a non-standard vocabulary, to mention
a few, of security advisories. Along with our work in measuring security of a VM and on attack surface eval-
uation metrics, we plan to suggest a semantically rich, machine-readable format to describe vulnerabilities
and develop a logic formalism for attack scenarios, specially for use by OS distributions like Debian.

4. What is this all for? : In cloud parlance, our idea is conceptually equivalent to offering a PaaS on demand,
targeted at an existing IaaS. A good example might be creating a VM cluster for a DNA processing applica-
tion that expects a certain runtime environment, including an OS installation and all required dependencies.
Hence, our project essentially maps high-level application requirements to low-level infrastructure details.
Moreover, some application scenarios are security and privacy sensitive. Hence, we are advocating a disci-
plined way of building VMs with the hypothesis that a pipeline that translates declarative descriptions to
concrete VMs would allow for ’white-box machines’ (whose internal manifest is clearly known), hence allow-
ing us to reason about certain attributes of such a VM like its trusted compute base (TCB) size, the size
of its attack surface, the possibility of exploitation given an attack scenario, or trustworthiness in general.
While security is the main goal of our work, the approach could have advantages in smaller VMs that could
perform well [18] and are easy to maintain, allowing users and frontend tools to automatically build virtual
machines. As future work, we plan to build demos and explore use cases and usability as the feedback from
such endeavors will allow us to refine our approach to the problem.

5. Validation and Evaluation Techniques: We are working on the assumption that optimized, purpose-driven
VMs are likely to be more secure and could possibly perform better. In addition, our approach of employing
a declarative VM description language might improve usability, flexibility and maintainability. All the above
hypotheses need to be tested. The security of a VM is not straightforward to quantify due to the absence
of an evaluation metric. However, having the knowledge of the VM internals should allow us to propose
novel metrics that we can use to compare the security of optimized VMs with their generic counterparts.
Performance of the VM building pipeline and the built VMs, on the other hand, can readily be evaluated in
terms of time taken to build a VM (compared to manual building and off-the-shelf deployment of an existing
VM image); the CPU and memory usage while the VM is running; and VM image size (which is important
during migration, for example). Usability, flexibility and maintainability could be evaluated through use
cases that make use of our tools, albeit subjectively.

4 Related Work

There are quite a few projects that aim at building VMs [11], image manipulation3, configuration tools & APIs4,
and interaction with hypervisors5, the majority of which are open source. We are aware of at least half a dozen
solutions focusing on VM building, with varying maturity and OS support. Our work differs in two major ways
and is, in essence, orthogonal to most. First, building a VM is only part of what we do and as such it can be
considered as an implementation issue. Second, we are introducing a purpose-driven (declarative) VM-building
paradigm wherein we do fine-grained optimization with implications in security, performance and flexibility, as
opposed to straightforward installation as is often done by existing solutions6.

3http://libguestfs.org/
4http://augeas.net/, http://cfengine.com/
5http://libvirt.org/
6http://wiki.debian.org/VMBuilder, http://virt-manager.org/
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Few authors have studied operating system distributions as complex networks [1] and we believe there is more
to be done, specially in the context of security, OS complexity and virtual machines. The authors in [3, 5]
have done detailed studies on formalisms and tools to manage complexity of package-based OS distributions
showing that they exhibit the small world property [2] of many networks. We hope to work towards a graph
theoretic attack surface metric [10] that takes into consideration semantic metadata about components and the
composition thereof, of a virtual machine. This would allow us to evaluate the security advantages of minimal
and application-specific VMs.
In the domain of software engineering, researchers have studied automatic generation [15, 16, 22], predictable
assembly [6], variability and feature models [4, 7, 9] as applied to OS kernels.

5 Conclusion

For many users, a virtual machine is a black box that is difficult to reason about, trust, configure and maintain.
While this is most certainly true for inexperienced users, expert users also find themselves working with pre-
configured or generic VM images, which is anything but transparent. Furthermore, automated infrastructure
provisioning tools are increasingly using virtual machine technology to serve computational needs by deploying
VMs on demand, often from pre-built images. We believe that there is a missing link between the purpose of a
VM on one hand and the way a VM is built on the other. We need a generic and disciplined process to build
our virtual machines.
Our work fits in the wider problem of security and privacy in clouds. One aspect is having trustworthy VM in-
stallations that can be (remotely) attested. The user might want to just declare and expect to get a fairly secure
VM while the cloud provider might expect to have some guarantee that the VM is ’safe’ to deploy. Depending
on the use case, the declarative description and intermediate steps in our pipeline could be used or extended
to incorporate mutual trust, where both parties can verify relevant properties of the virtual machine. Another
aspect is the issue of privacy in clouds which we believe can benefit from a trustworthy execution environment.
If a VM can be attacked and owned, it will be a breach of the necessary condition of confidentiality of the data
it is supposed to process (as part of its purpose), secret keys it has stored, etc.
In this paper, we have described the idea of a purpose-driven virtual machine. Our motivation is the observation
that a VM is often meant to serve a specific purpose and the fact that generic VMs have redundant components
that may be omitted, giving advantages in security and performance. Using declarative descriptions of applica-
tion requirements, we are able to generate virtual machines on demand out of component ecosystems (i.e. OS
distributions) modeled as complex networks. We have discussed our approach and outlined some theoretical and
practical problems that we intend to work on in the future.
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Abstract.

Current CPU architectures provide only weak support for software seg-
mentation, a key underpinning for software security techniques such as
sandboxing, managed languages, and static analysis. Because hardware
memory segmentation is relevant mainly in the program abstraction its
support has been deemphasized in modern operating systems, yet mod-
ern hardware requires operating system support to use its segmentation
features. This paper argues that by implementing a capability model, it
is possible to safely support creation, distribution and use of segments
purely in user space. Hardware support for user-mode segmentation
would enable efficient sandboxing within processes, enforcement of com-
piler structure, managed languages, and formal verification of machine
code. We present a working prototype of such a system implemented
on an FPGA and running FreeBSD.

1 Introduction

Sandboxing, managed language runtimes, bounds checking, and static analysis are software vulnerability pre-
vention and mitigation techniques that rely on the idea of memory segmentation, that is, that memory should
be addressed as independent objects with sizes and properties rather than as a single contiguous space. However
modern software has gone to great lengths to implement segmentation using hardware primitives not intended
for the purpose. Examples include sandboxing, which has used process separation [18] using the paged memory
translation lookaside buffer, or TLB [20], and managed languages, which use a blend of static analysis and general
purpose instructions for bounds checking [15].

A dominant instruction set architecture, IA-32, actually supports segmentation in user space, however it
depends on the operating system for protection and manipulation [2]. We observe that fine-grained segmentation
features are primarily useful in the program abstraction, yet available hardware segmentation models have
required management from the operating system [19]. This mismatch, and the fact that RISC architectures did
not arrive at a consensus model for segments, meant that hardware segmentation has not become a useful feature
to the modern software stack.

We have developed a RISC segment model which maintains the single-cycle instruction principle and a load
store architecture. Our segment model allows creation and distribution of segments along with protection domain
crossing entirely in user space. Our model is intended to support a full capability model [13] within a RISC
processor. This capability segment model can efficiently support sandboxing [10], managed language runtimes,
and static analysis. We have implemented our model as an extension to the 64-bit MIPS instruction set and have
a working prototype on an FPGA which runs FreeBSD. We are beginning to evaluate our approach through a
set of application use cases that include sandboxing and language runtimes and this will require the development
of software models and an evaluation methodology.

2 Background and Motivation

2.1 History of Segmentation

In the 1950s and 1960s, the expanding size of computer programs made obvious the need for memory protection
and virtualization [5, 17]. Programmers of the time identified segments as a direct solution for their require-
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ments, allowing them to protect and relocate program modules [6]. However a more forward-looking proposal
in 1961 suggested that if programs were willing to sacrifice precise control over protection and virtualization
to use regularly sized pages, an operating system could efficiently allow multiple programs to run on the same
machine [8]. Large-scale computers generally moved to paging to support operating systems with multiprogram-
ming [16]. Nevertheless, computers that are expected to run a single program often support segmentation, for
example the Intel 286 [2] and the modern ARM Cortex R cores [9]. As computer designers preferred paging to
segmentation, programmers eventually found that strict high-level languages could enforce memory protection
to some degree [4] and that managed languages could actually verify memory references at run-time [1]. Thus
hardware segmentation fell out of use for large computer programs.

Intel’s IA-32 instruction set demonstrates this historical pattern. The Intel 286 was the first Intel x86 processor
to support memory protection [2], but because it was not expected to be used primarily for multiprogramming,
a segmentation model was devised that might support protection for program objects. However segments were
found to be awkward to use since segment descriptors were manipulated in kernel mode, a higher privilege level
than that of the program which was creating and using the objects. The next generation of x86 processor, the 386,
supported paging in addition to segmentation to enable standard multiprocess operating systems. Eventually
the segmentation system was rarely used and was mostly dropped in the transition to x86-64 [3].

2.2 Motivation for Renewed Segment Support: Security

While strict programming languages and managed runtimes have been sufficient to ensure a level of working
correctness, both have shown cracks when facing intentional exploitation [15]. These flaws were often due to
compilers and runtimes being programmed in unsafe languages themselves. Recurrent and escalating problems
with security due to the ever more connected global network of computers have shown that a working correctness
is not sufficient for security conscious programs.

Maintaining security in the face of a global collection of capable adversaries requires very strong correctness of
security mechanisms. While securing individual client computers does not automatically make a network secure,
many network intrusions begin with a violation of a client’s memory protection. A comprehensive hardware
segmentation system would make direct, automatic and continual protection of objects in memory available to
compilers and runtimes to improve performance and simplify enforcement.

2.3 The Capability System Model: A Guide for a Comprehensive Segment Model

In 1966 Computer Science began to clearly discuss a cohesive, decentralized system for program correctness
and security [7]. The result was the development of capability theory. A capability is an unforgeable token of
authority which can be used by a program component and which can be manipulated according to rules and
delegated to another program component. Computer scientists spent much effort toward proving that capability
systems could be correct and safe and even constructed several hardware capability systems [13] [14], including
commercial systems from IBM [12] and Intel [11]. Many of these hardware capability systems were the pinnacle
of program-centered, segment-based computers as their memory protection systems often did not depend on a
central authority for inter-domain transactions, but on a set of hardware enforced rules that allowed safe, direct
sharing between program components. These hardware capability systems were mostly overlooked by industry
because they sacrificed performance for memory safety in a time when RISC processors were demonstrating how
much performance was available to simplified integrated circuit computers [11]. However, we can learn from these
validated capability machines to build a comprehensive segment system for modern RISC processors.

3 A Capability Segment Model for RISC Processors

A segment mechanism that implements the capability model of safe, programmatic memory protection should
have three properties:

– All memory accesses must be via segments.
– The program must be able to restrict its segments but not expand them.
– The program must be able to pass control between domains possessing different segments without granting

additional segments to either domain.

The first property, the non-bypassable property, implies an additional layer of indirection before the page
table that all memory requests must pass through.
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The second property, the guarded manipulation property, requires that segment descriptors be distinguished
from general purpose data by the processor hardware, not only in registers, but also in memory. This segment
manipulation property also implies new instructions for manipulating segment descriptors, or at least special
restrictions on general purpose instructions when manipulating segment descriptors.

The third property, the protected call gate property, suggests a special flow control instruction with the ability
to safely leave a domain, as defined by a set of segments, and enter a new domain.

3.1 Our Instruction Set Architecture

We have chosen to implement our RISC capability model by extending the 64-bit MIPS instructions set. We
selected MIPS because it has a well established 64-bit instruction set and adheres to a prototypical RISC
philosophy.

We chose to implement the universal enforcement property by adding a segment table through which all
virtual addresses are offset before reaching the page table. General purpose loads and stores are implicitly offset
via a fixed segment in the table and instruction fetches are offset via another fixed segment. This fixed implicit
offset model is very similar to the i286 segment model. We have also added a complete complement of new load
and store instructions which allow explicit use of other segments in the table.

By storing segment descriptors in a distinct register file, separate from general purpose registers, we partially
fulfill the guarded manipulation property by not allowing general purpose manipulation. We also added a dedi-
cated set of segment descriptor manipulation instructions which only allow reducing the privilege of descriptors.
We decided to protect segment descriptors in memory using tags on general purpose memory locations rather
than using dedicated memory so that compilers could treat descriptors as they do pointers, including storing
them on the stack and passing them as arguments.

We are able to fulfill the protected call gate property with a single-cycle instruction. We observe that a domain
can be trusted to manually store its own state and to “unpack” its own state when it is called. Since any number
of segment descriptors can be stored in a segment, it is only necessary to make a single segment available in
a new domain for the entire domain to be “unsealed”. To facilitate this, we allow segments to be sealed by a
domain and passed to other domains to be used in protected calls. This simple primitive is sufficient to support
protected procedure calls and is easily implemented as a standard single cycle instruction.

Possibly the most radical feature mentioned above is tagged memory, which implies an extra bit for each word
in memory. We were able to implement this with a simple scheme which is practical in a traditional computer
system without modifying the external memory hierarchy. The tags for DRAM locations are stored together in
the top of DRAM and a small tag controller sits at the mouth of the memory controller on the processor and
provides a tag for every memory request made by the core. Our segment descriptors are 256 bits wide and must
be aligned in memory, thus we have an overhead of 1-bit for every 256-bits of data (i.e. 0.4%).

4 Proposed Evaluation of the Capability Segment Model

We have only begun to evaluate our segment implementation, but we hope to demonstrate that several key
applications will benefit from our RISC capability segment model.

4.1 Protected Procedure Calls

We would like to thoroughly study the low-level performance of crossing between protection domains using our
novel RISC style protected procedure calls. This will include various trust relationships: mutually untrusting
domains and calls with asymmetric trust. Our methodology here will likely focus on performance and compare
against x86 segmentation domain crossings as well as domain crossings using seperate address spaces.

4.2 Sandboxing

We would like to demonstrate that our capability segment model can conveniently and efficiently support applica-
tion sandboxing. State of the art application sandboxing depends on process separation using TLB enforcement.
Thus protected interactions which are logically procedure calls must be implemented as inter-process communi-
cation involving the operating system and two independent memory spaces. Allowing program components to
run in a hardware enforced segment of the program’s address space should allow a simpler communication model
and more efficient use of the TLB.
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We have experience with the Capsicum [20] sandboxing API in FreeBSD and have a version of gzip which uses
Capsicum sandboxes. We plan to implement the same sandbox architecture using user space segments. We will
note the complexity of the code modifications required for each approach and will then measure how performance
scales with the number of sandboxes. We expect that a large number of sandboxes will place undue pressure on
the TLB and cause performance collapse in the Capsicum case but that the segment model will scale more closely
to the unprotected model. We have done an initial experiment which sandboxes libpng using both techniques.
While we have a methodology for measuring performance and at least some methodology for usability, we are
still working on a methodology for measuring relative security which will involve formal verification.

4.3 C/C++ Annotations

Segments in our model can be used as general purpose pointers with a limited range of modifications available.
David Chisnall has extended Clang and LLVM to accept annotations that implement pointers as segments to
ensure they are used according to programmer intent, including bounds checking and read, write, and execute
property enforcement. This approach is designed to allow simple security enhancement of existing code bases in
C which often have poor security properties. We plan to evaluate usability of the annotations by measuring the
number of lines that needed modification for added security benefit compared to pervasive bounds checking, and
by attempting to compare the clarity of resulting code.

5 Future Work/Collaboration Potential

Enforcing Program Structure in the Linker

Modern ELF files which are consumed by a linker to incorporate binaries into a running program specify segments
of the program along with properties for each segment. It should be possible to build a custom linker which
constructs a segment descriptor for each ELF segment and implements memory references as segment loads and
stores.

Managed Language Runtimes

Flexible segment hardware should allow managed language runtimes to be simpler, faster, and more secure. A
straight forward use of segment registers as pointers and of protected calls on invocations would provide strong
hardware protection of managed language objects.

Static Analysis Assistance

Static analysis of computer programs for correctness has proven very promising. If segment manipulation was part
of the user space code stream, static analysis may be able to make a breakthrough in reducing proof complexity.

6 Conclusion

We hope to demonstrate that a user space segment model is useful in the context of the modern software stack
to enhance the security and correctness of computer programs. We also hope to demonstrate that a user space
capability segment model is implementable in a modern RISC processor without breaking the principles of RISC
design.

An FPGA implementation of the 64-bit MIPS processor will be available for download this year and we
will welcome collaboration with researchers who would like to apply our capability segment model to their own
challenges in engineering secure software and systems.
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Abstract. Today’s security testing is not systematic much less stan-
dardized. In particular, there are no clearly defined criteria for selecting
relevant tests. Thus different analysts come to different results and sound
quality assurance is hardly possible. Literature suggests basing the choice
and prioritization of tests on risk considerations but lacks a systematic
approach for a traceable transition from abstract and business-oriented
risk analysis into the concrete and technical security testing world. We
aim at bridging this gap in two steps: The first one bridges between high-
level and non-technical “business worst case scenarios” and less abstract
“technical threat scenarios” using a technical description of the system
and a systematic STRIDE-based elicitation approach. The second is a
rule-based step that maps technical thread scenario to “test types”, that
is, to classes of tests that need to be adapted to the particular system
under validation. Our method provides traceability for the choice for
security tests and a standardized minimum quality assurance level.

Keywords: Security, risk driven testing, risk analysis, threat modeling

1 Introduction

Today’s security testing is not a systematic or standardized process: a tester
has neither clearly defined criteria for choosing or prioritizing possible tests,
nor when to stop. The results of such security testing sessions depend on the
tester’s know-how, experience, intuition, and luck. Thus different people come
to different results and a sound quality assurance is hardly possible.

Several standards and scientific papers suggest to base the choice and priori-
tization of tests on risk considerations. Yet only few explain how this can be done
on a technical level, e.g. [8], and there is a lack of concrete guidelines on how to
systematically select security tests based on business-oriented risk analysis [3].

However, if the risk analysis remains at a high level, it misses essential risk
factors and is of little help for a subsequent security testing. If, on the other
hand, it includes technical threats, such as “Buffer Overflow” or “SQL Injec-
tion”, those choices seem arbitrarily taken, that is, independently of the unique,
specific characteristics of the system under verification (SUV). It is not clear
why they concern this particular SUV, nor why other similar threats with the
same possible impact are ignored. For instance, in case of the buffer overflow, an
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analyst may simply not consider “format string vulnerabilities”, “double frees”
or “null pointers”, just because he is not aware of their existence, while “buffer
overflow” is a common vulnerability that he knows.

Objectives This paper aims at bridging this gap between risk analysis and
security testing, offering a systematic approach for a traceable transition from
abstract, business-oriented risk analysis to the concrete and technical security
testing world. The process must start from concrete technical information about
the SUV and result in a set of tests that may still require some adaptation, but
are manageable by experienced security testing experts. Moreover, it should be
applicable in real-world industrial environments and provide a clear benefit for
the security analyst, in terms of effort assurance, and transparency.

Outline of our Solution We propose a two-step-process for a systematic
identification of security tests based on risk analysis:

1. The first one goes from high-level and non-technical “business worst case
scenarios” to less abstract “technical threat scenarios” via a systematic
STRIDE 1-based elicitation approach. This step requires a sufficiently tech-
nical security overview, in the form of a Data Flow Diagram (DFD) of the
SUV, annotated with security relevant information.

2. The second step derives security tests from the technical threat scenarios. It
guides the analyst with rules that map patterns in the DFD to “test types”,
which are test templates which need to be instantiated, that is, adapted to
the implementation, configuration and state of the SUV. In addition to those
re-usable mapping rules, the selection of appropriate tests is supported by
organizing the test types in a “test library” and tagging the entries according
to the tested system element, the tested security property, the technology,
and the sophistication of the test.

2 Current Work

2.1 Technical System Description

The technical system description captures and structures the security relevant
technical aspects of the SUV in a comprehensive and systematic way. The re-
sulting security overview is crucial for the transition from risk analysis results to
security tests (see Section 2.2 and 2.3) and it provides the technical system infor-
mation needed to identify and instantiate appropriate test types. The security
overview should have the following properties:

Created by the Security Analysis Team. Design documents are often
not suitable as a security overview as they tend to be overwhelming, out-dated,
incorrect, incomplete, or they miss relevant security information. It is therefore
judicious to let the risk analysis team create its own suitable, that includes

1 The acronym is introduced as part of Microsoft’s STRIDE threat modelling [7]; it
stands for spoofing, tampering, repudiation, information disclosure, denial of service,
and elevation of privilege.
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sufficiently technical, security overview. Besides studying existing documents,
the security analysts should consider interviews and white-board sessions with
developers, as well as tool-supported approaches (as explained later on).

Sufficiently Technical. Examples of security relevant technical informa-
tion that a security overview should consider in detail are: Data flow related
aspects (including interfaces and trust boundaries), security controls (such as
authentication, encryption, or input validation), sensitive information that must
be protected, relevant design properties (protocols, sanitization/encodings, file
permissions process privileges, etc.).

Generated with Tool Support. Manually creating a correct and suffi-
ciently technical security overview can become time consuming and tedious.
This is especially the case for complex and dynamically evolving software where
no one has the complete overview. Reconnaissance tools, such as port scanners,
network sniffers or static and dynamic analysis tools, can help to obtain and
keep the overview. As a side effect, the tool-based generated results can be used
to discover discrepancies with existing design documents and interview results.

Presented in a Syntactically Standardized Language. One possible
standardized graphical language is given by Data Flow Diagrams (DFD) as used
in [7], annotated with additional security-relevant information. DFDs are well
suited for security analysis as they contain the interfaces that an attacker may
use and describe how data, often the target of attack, moves through the system.

2.2 STRIDE-based Elicitation of Technical Threat Scenarios

A STRIDE-based elicitation of technical threat scenarios is the first step for the
transition from high-level risk analysis into the practical security testing world.
Starting point are short, informal, and non-technical descriptions of business
worst case scenarios (BWCSs). Most risk analysis methods include the definition
of BWCS or similar equivalents.

The security analyst examines which security violations of system elements
could lead to the BWCSs. We call the tuple (system element, violated security
property2) a technical threat scenario (TTS). The mappings of BWCSs to TTSs
are created top-down (given a BWCS, examine which combination of TTSs could
lead to it) and bottom-up (for each DFD element, check if a violation of any
security property, in combination with other TTSs, could lead to a BWCS).

2.3 Mapping Technical Threat Scenarios to Test Types

The mapping of BWCSs to TTSs is only the first step towards security tests.
The TTSs are still too abstract and need to be further concretized. For this
purpose, we suggest the concept of test types. A test type is a template for a
class of tests which a security analyst can instantiate into an executable test by
adapting and completing it according to the implementation, configuration and
state of the SUV.

2 represented by one letter from the STRIDE acronym
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DFD-Pattern-based Rules One way to capture and leverage the security
testing expertise required to derive appropriate test types from TTSs is via
mapping rules. We suggest such rules to consist of the following elements:

– A pattern in an annotated DFD. Besides a mandatory TTS which includes
the security property violation, the pattern can include additional system
elements and further annotations.

– The level of sophistication for the security tests. It is determined by risk
considerations such as the expected attacker and the desired assurance.

– A reference to the suggested test type that fits to the above characteristics.

Rules of this structure allow the test type derivation to become systematic and
traceable. The mapping rules suggest an initial set of test types which helps to
achieve a minimum quality standard.

Our DFD-patterns-based rules are inspired by EMC’s “Threat library” [2],
but in contrast our method is a) to be used during testing not development,
b) uses explicit rules, c) considers SALs and security violations, and d) yields
concrete test types instead of abstract threats.

Test Library The presented concept of mapping rules anticipated the idea
of a re-usable collection of test types. We suggest that the entries of such a test
library consist of a title, a textual description, and the information needed to be
matched by mapping rules. The latter allows to filter the library entries according
to the targeted system element, the security property to violate, the technology,
and the sophistication of the test. This supports security analysts that want to
go beyond the mere rule-generated minimum set of test types. Figure 1 shows
an exemplary mapping rule and an excerpt of the current test library.

(a) (b)

Fig. 1. (a) A rule maps a DFD pattern to a test type. (b) Excerpt of the test library.

2.4 Evaluation of Current Results

The steps of our method can be integrated in an ISO 31000 conform risk analysis
process, provided that it estimates risk based on clearly defined threat scenar-
ios. The suggested security overview is obtained in the context establishment
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phase, together with the identification of non-technical assets and their security
requirements. Based on this, the BWCSs are derived in the risk analysis phase
and are then mapped to technical threat scenarios. The determination of ex-
pected threat agents including their estimated skill level is also part of the risk
analysis phase. During the risk estimation phase, the likelihood of the tech-
nical threat scenarios is estimated and risk values for the BWCSs are assigned.
The subsequent risk evaluation allows to prioritize the TTSs, which are then,
as part of the risk treatment, covered by appropriate tests.

3 Future Work

3.1 Extending the Collection of Mapping Rules

We want to extend our current rule set in order to cover different SUVs from
different application domains. For this purpose, we intent to proceed according
to the following three-step procedure:

1. Identify classes of vulnerabilities to be covered. Appropriate sources are lists
of threats and vulnerabilities such as CAPEC and CWE, and secure software
development and security testing literature, such as [6], [4], and [5].

2. For each vulnerability class, analyse the technical context and identify suit-
able environment properties, in order to determine a reliable pattern that
indicates the possible presence of the vulnerability.

3. Determine how the identified context information can be obtained, how it
can be represented in form of a DFD pattern, and which (possibly new) test
types match these patterns.

3.2 Tool Support

Our goal is to further automate the technical system description. We therefore
plan to evaluate more advanced tools such as scriptable debuggers (e.g. pydbg,
IDA Pro, Immunity Debugger), advanced dynamic analysis tools (e.g. WinA-
piOverride32, Microsoft Application Verifier), or operating system utilities (e.g.
strace, eventlog). First steps are described in [8].

Once we have extended our rule base, a manual application of rules for the
derivation of test types may become tiresome and inefficient. Our idea is to
develop a tool that, similar as described in [1], processes annotated DFDs, detects
the patterns and finally outputs adequate test types.

3.3 Further Evaluation

We plan to apply the presented method, together with a light-weight ISO 31000
conform risk analysis, in future real-world security assessments. The idea is to
develop a questionnaire to capture observations after each assessment and thus
support a systematic evaluation regarding benefits, drawbacks, practicability,
areas for improvement, and inherent limitations.
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We intend to analyse to what extend the tests, which have been identified
using our method, satisfy the following requirements: 1) the security test ad-
dresses at least one BWCS. 2) it targets the proper system element and aims at
violating the right security property, 3) it has the proper level of sophistication
with respect to the expected threat agents 4) it reflects the technology, imple-
mentation and configuration of the SUV, and 5) the test priority is high enough
with respect to the given time and budget.

4 Conclusions

This work proposes a tool-supported method to bridge the gap between a risk
analysis and a corresponding security testing.

The presented method requires a security analysts to critically accompany
the involved steps and adapt, possibly manually complement, and interpret the
intermediate results. However, our method can guarantee a certain quality stan-
dard and, first and foremost, will make security testing more traceable for all
involved parties including security testers, developers, and managers.
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Abstract

XML is a platform-independent data format applied in a vast number
of applications. Starting with configuration files, up to office docu-
ments, web applications and web services, this technology adopted nu-
merous – mostly complex – extension specifications. As a consequence,
a completely new attack scenario has raised by abusing weaknesses of
XML-specific features.

In the world of web applications, the security evaluation can be assured
by the use of different penetration test tools. Nevertheless, compared to
prominent attacks such as SQL-Injection or Cross-site scripting (XSS),
there is currently no penetration test tool that is capable of analyzing
the security of XML interfaces. In this paper we motivate for develop-
ment of such a tool and describe the basic principles behind the first
automated penetration test tool for XML-based web services named
WS-Attacker.

Keywords: Penetration Test Tool, Web Service, XML Security, Sig-
nature Wrapping, Single Sign-On, WS-Attacker

1 Introduction

Service Oriented Architectures (SOAs) found the main idea for well-known and wide-spread technologies like
Cloud computing and can be found in military services, e-Government, as well as in private and enterprise
solutions. The main advantage of SOA is software reuse, modularization, and service out-sourcing. For its
realization, well known interfaces have to be defined and the eXtensible Markup Language (XML) has become
one of the key technologies for this task. Surrounded with the related W3C-standards such as SOAP, Web
Services Description Language (WSDL) and XML Schema, XML is more than just a simple data description
language – it is a full-featured platform-independent markup language.

The need for flexible security mechanisms in such architectures led to the development of addtional standards
for securing SOA protocols. WS-Security relies on the already existing standards XML Encryption and XML
Signature and applies them to SOAP-based web services. Moreover, WS-Trust is for establishing trust domains
and WS-Policy/WS-SecurityPolicy are responsible for creating policies between communicating parties. Apart
from web services, the Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) OASIS Standard has gained increased
popularity for Single Sign-On scenarios in enterprise web applications.
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01BY1030).
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Unfortunately, due to the complex design of these standards (e.g. XPath, XSLT, XML Signature, XML
Encryption), their implementation has become very difficult. As a result of this, a lot of highly critical security
flaws could be found in the processing of XML Signatures on SAML-based Single Sign-On frameworks [SMS+12]:
eleven out of 14 systems were vulnerable to the XML Signature Wrapping (XSW) attack which was published
by McIntosh and Austel seven years ago [MA05]. In the context of web services, a further work showed the
effectiveness of this attack by breaking the Amazon EC2 as well as the Eucalyptus Cloud web interfaces [SHJ+11].
Even the confidentiality of XML Encryption protected messages could be annuled. Due to a bad usage of the
CBC mode, the symmetric XML Encryption could be broken [JS11] and by applying Bleichenbacher’ attack
technique, the same authors also broke the asymmetric encryption [JSS12].

Besides the attacks on cryptographic primitives, there are also very efficient Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks
which abuse XML-specific characteristics. One example for this is the HashDoS attack which constructs special
formed XML code in order to store XML attributes or namespace declarations in the same bucket of a vulnerable
hash table and thus enormously slows down its processing1. Another example known as XML bomb uses XML
entity declarations in a recursive way so that a message consisting of only a few KB will be expanded to several
GB [JGHL07].

A huge problem from the security point of view is the complexity of the existing XML standards, which are
often misunderstood. As a result of this, they are often not able to identify XML-specific security risks and
therefore can not fix them. In the area of penetration testing tools for web applications customers can nowadays
choose between several automated tools (or single components of such) for analyzing the security of systems in
general or scanning for specific vulnerabilities, e.g. XSS and SQL-Injection. However, currently there is no known
(commercial or open-source) software on the market that offers the ability to search and identify XML-specific
weaknesses. This is our motivation to start working on a penetration test tool for web services.

2 Foundations

2.1 Attacking Web Services

The basic idea of a web service is to define an interface for message communication. The internal web service logic
extracts the necessary information and forwards it to the underlying back-end. The problem of this approach is
that the used XML standards for defining such an interface are very powerful and complex, thus a web service
has mainly two different threat models:

Non-specific XML attacks abuse weaknesses in the back-end of an application, e.g Buffer Overflows or SQL-
Injection.

Specific XML attacks exploit vulnerabilities in SOAP/web service and XML. They attack the XML parsing
mechanism to enforce a DoS or build unexpected SOAP messages, e.g. change the SOAPAction header to
confuse the web service logic.

It is important to mention that non-specific attacks are well known from web applications. However, compared
to attacks such as XSS and SLQ-Injection, XML-specific attacks are totally new. They provoke the web service
interface to behave unexpectedly by using XML-specific features. Currently, some penetration testing tools are
able to handle web services, e.g. SOAP Sonar by Crosschecknetworks2 or WSFuzzer by OWASP3. These tools
support attacks such as SQL-Injection or XPath-Injection. Nevertheless, they do not handle all the XML-specific
attacks. Therefore, we decided to develop our own penetration test tool called WS-Attacker4 in order to fill the
gap [MSS12].

2.2 XML Specific Attacks

A lot of XML-specific attacks exist and are known for a long time. Table 1 gives an overview on currently
published attacks mainly taken from [JGH09]. Their classification, detailed information and even more attacks
can be found on our website5. Due to the limited space, the next section will only focus on the XSW attack.

1CVE-2012-0841: https://bugzilla.redhat.com/show_bug.cgiid=CVE-2012-0841
2http://www.crosschecknet.com/products/soapsonar.php
3https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Category:OWASP_WSFuzzer_Project
4http://sourceforge.net/projects/ws-attacker/
5http://ws-attacks.org
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XML Signature Wrapping Attack on XML Encryption Oversize Payload
Coercive Parsing SOAPAction spoofing XML Injection
WSDL Scanning Metadata spoofing Attack Obfuscation
Oversized Cryptography BPEL State Deviation Instantiation Flooding
Indirect Flooding WS-Addressing spoofing Middleware Hijacking

Table 1: Overview of existing XML-specific attack attacks.
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Figure 1: Basic XML Signature Wrapping scenario.

2.3 XML Signature Wrapping

XML Signature Wrapping (XSW) is an XML-specific attack first published by McIntosh and Austel in
2005 [MA05]. The very basic attack concept is shown in Figure 1.

Generally, the attack stems from the fact that the XML processing logic is mostly divided into two components:
signature verification logic and application logic. The task of the signature verification logic is only to verify the
signed content. In the depicted figure, the signature verification logic detects the signed content by only looking
for any ID attribute with a specific value: wsu:Id="body". After applying the attack as shown, it can still find
the signed element in the attacker message, but it does not notice that it has moved. The application logic
instead determines the element to process by just using the first element found as a child of the <soap:Body>

element and ignores the ID attribute. Thus, the attacker’s content is executed.

Note that different more complex attacks of this type exist [SMS+12, SHJ+11].

3 WS-Attacker’s Task and XSW Attack’s Complexity

The vast number of attacks on XML-based systems and the lack of an existing penetration test tool motivated
us to develop WS-Attacker. The goal was to create a software solution which can be easily extended with any
kind of XML-specific attacks. It is simple to use even for non-XML Security experts – which is realized by a
easily understandable GUI which can be configured with only a few clicks – and can help to detect XML-specific
vulnerabilities. Therefore, the user has to (1) load a WSDL, which identifies the web service endpoint, (2) send a
test-request to the server to learn its normal state (behavior on untapered requets), (3) select the attack plugins,
and (4) press a start button.

The need for such a penetration test tool is founded in the complexity of the attacks. Looking back to the
XSW attack mentioned in the previous section as an example, Figure 2 visualizes its complexity. It is possible to
have a large number of signed elements and each of it can be wrapped into a couple of positions within the XML
document, e.g. located somewhere in the <soap:Header/>, or in the <soap:Body/>. Additionally, the wrapper
can be placed as the first child, the last child, or somewhere in between. For each of this position, there can be
additional adjustments (e.g. change the ID-value or keep it). The XSW attack can become even more complex
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Figure 2: The complexity of the XSW attack.

when taking care of XPath based signatures [GJLS09] or the namespace injection technique [JLS09]. As a result
of the different attack variants, a human attacker is not able to test all attack vectors.

This workflow clarifies that the attack performation by hand is nearly impossible. Besides incredible time
consumption as a result of the different attack variants, a human attacker is not able to test all attack vectors.

Note that this is only an example for XSW attack, but this or a similar complexity can also be found on
attacks on XML Encryption and XML DoS.

4 Future Work

In this section we give an overview of the known attacks on web service, which could be used to extend our
framework.

4.1 XML-Specific Attacks

Our framework currently covers only a few of the attacks shown in Table 1. At the moment, there are already
some existing attacks implemented, e.g. SOAPAction Spoofing and WS-Addresing Spoofing6. Even the powerful
XSW attack can be automatically performed, including all attack variants and wrapping possibilities on ID-
based signatures as well as on XPath-based systems. SAML over SOAP is also already implemented, and we
are currently focused on browser-based SAML Single Sign-On as an extension of the WS-Attacker. However,
the implementation of this extension is not trivial at all. Besides the XSW-attacks we want to integrate further
tests regarding the configuration of the provider and already known bugs. Therefore, we need a very flexible
and extensible software architecture able to generate dynamically SAML tokens. Furthermore, we require an
evaluation logic analyzing the reaction of the tested system in response to the applied attack vectors. However,
this evaluation is not a trivial issue due to the differences between the various systems accepting SAML tokens.
Additionally, we are close before the release of XML-specific DoS attacks. The attacks on XML Encryption or
the XXE (Xml eXternal Entity) attacks7 are considered as our future work.

4.2 Beyond XML

Besides the XML-based services and protocols, other standards such as OpenID or OAuth became increasingly
important in Single Sign-On scenarios. Moreover, current researches show the expanding usage of OpenID8.
In addition to SAML, OpenID and OAuth are the most used protocols in the Cloud environment in order to
authenticate users. For this reason their security became a part of common researches and has already been
investigated by Wang et al. [WCW12]. They found critical security bugs in the authentication process, which
allowed them to sign-in as an arbitrary user by misusing control flaws between Service Providers and Identity
Providers like Facebook and Google. This work has been complemented by Sun and Beznosov [SB12]. However,
none of these studies explicitly handles signature processing flaws at the Identity Providers. Thus, we see the
automatic testing of OpenID and OAuth signature validation as a challenge in our future work, which could be
included in our WS-Attacker framework.

In addition to the SOAP-based web service standards, many REST9-based web service interfaces support
custom XML-based security mechanisms or follow the newest JSON security standards: JSON Web Signa-
ture [JRH12] and JSON Web Encryption [JBS12]. Jager et al. have already shown that their attacks on XML
Encryption [JSS12] could be directly applied to the JSON Web Encryption standard. Automation and extension
of these attacks could be considered as a next part of our future work.

6http://ws-attacks.org
7http://www.agarri.fr/blog
8http://trends.builtwith.com/docinfo/OpenID
9Representational state transfer
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5 Conclusion

The threat of XML-based attacks has significantly increased. So does their application field: Besides web
services, also Single Sign-On systems are attackable as latest researches have revealed [SMS+12]. This underlines
the necessity of an automatic penetration test tool. Our solution – WS-Attacker – currently supports the first
XML-specific attacks on web services, including the powerful XSW attacks with the majority of the known attack
variants.

This paper gave an overview of the WS-Attacker framework and its basic functionalities. It sketched the
future directions in the development of further XML-specific attacks, as well as of attacks beyond XML and web
services. We believe that such an all-in-one solution will significantly help developers in finding vulnerabilities
in their systems.
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Abstract As computer networks scale up in size and traffic volume, detecting slow suspicious
activity, deliberately designed to stay beneath the threshold, becomes ever more difficult. Simply
storing all packet captures for analysis is not feasible due to computational constraints. Detecting
such activity depends on maintaining traffic history over extended periods of time, and using it
to distinguish between suspicious and innocent nodes. The doctoral work presented here aims to
adopt a Bayesian approach to address this problem, and to examine the effectiveness of such an
approach under different network conditions: multiple attackers, traffic volume, subnet configuration
and traffic sampling. We provide a theoretical account of our approach and very early experimental
results.

1 Introduction

In the domain of computer security, an attacker may take days, weeks or months to complete the attack
life cycle against a target host. This allows for such activity to blend into the network as noise. There is no
clear definition to distinguish slow attacks from typical attacks. Of interest to us is any suspicious attempt
to stay beneath intrusion detection thresholds. Detection of such ’low and slow’ attacks pose a number
of challenges. Simply storing and analysing all full content capture is not feasible due to computational
constraints. Research addressing this area uses incremental anomaly detection approaches. Most of current
incremental anomaly detection approaches have high rate of false alarm, are non-scalable, and are not fit
for deployment in high-speed networks [MBK11]. Chivers et al. use Bayes formula to identify slow insider
activities [CNS+09,CNS+10]; Phillip et al.’s work is similar [BBSP04]. In [BBSP04] user behaviour is
profiled and used to identify those who require further investigations. Kalutarage et al. propose an
aproach for cyber conflict attribution and reasoning in a Bayesian framework, together with concept
of statistical normality [KSZJ12]. Streilein et al. use multiple neural network classifiers to detect stealthy
probes [SCW02]. Evidence accumulation as a means of detecting slow activities is proposed in [T.H02].
Schultz et al. claim that profiling suspected insiders provides one of the best ways of reverse engineering
an attacker [ER01].

2 How do we effectively monitor for slow suspicious activities?

Our aim is to study effective monitoring for slow suspicious activity that can be investigated further. We
break our research objectives down to the following structure.

1. How do we effectively attribute slow suspicious activity to the source?
The main goal here is to establish means of attributing such activity. At this stage we are interested
in determining different possible methods to achieve this, and particularly investigating whether a
Bayesian approach is feasible.

2. What effect does varying network parameters have over effective monitoring?

1 Copyright c© by the paper’s authors. Copying permitted only for private and academic purposes.
2 In: A. Editor, B. Coeditor (eds.): Proceedings of the XYZ Workshop, Location, Country, DD-MMM-YYYY,

published at http://ceur-ws.org
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We are particularly interested in studying subnet size and traffic volume, and how that may effect
our ability to distinguish such activity. We will draw from this network design principles for more
effective monitoring.

3. How do we effectively detect the target of such activity?
We acknowledge that the use of botnets and distributed sources makes it very difficult to attribute
attacks. Of further interest is to determine the target of such activity. We will investigate methods
to profile such nodes. Such methods need to be effective for scalable networks.

4. What effect does using sampling techniques has as a logging method?
Traffic volumes will continue to increase. This makes it ever more difficult to process and effectively
monitor slow activity. Since we are not detecting for strict traffic signatures, we wish to investigate
traffic sampling methods and evaluate their suitability for security monitoring of slow attacks.

3 Research Methodology

We look at the problem as two sub problems: profiling and analysis. Profiling is the method for evidence
fusion across space and accumulation across time, which updates the normal node profiles dynamically
based on changes in evidence. Analysis is the method for distinguishing between anomalous and normal
profiles using statistical normality. We propose to use elements of network flow data as input to our
profiling method. Flow data contains network and port addresses, protocols, date and time, and amount
of data exchanged during a session. We use a multivariate approach to analyse such records. So for
example suspicious port scanning activity may have the following characteristics: a single source address,
one or more destination addresses, and target port numbers increasing incrementally. When fingerprinting
such traffic, we examine multiple elements and develop a hypothesis for the cause of behaviour on that
basis. We use a Bayesion approach to achieve this.

3.1 Building the hypothesis

The posterior probability of the hypothesis Hk given that E, is given by the well known Bayes’ formula:

p(Hk/E) =
p (E/Hk) .p(Hk)

p(E)
(1)

Let Hk : hypothesis that kth node is an attacker, Ei is a flow record element and E ={E1=e1, E2=e2,
E3=e3,...,Em=em} is the set of all suspicious evidence observed against node k during time t from m
different independent observation spaces. Here P (E) is the probability of producing suspicious events by
node k, but on its own is difficult to calculate. This can be avoided by using the law of total probability.
For independent observations, the joint posterior probability distribution can be obtained from (1) as:

p(Hk/E) =

∏
j

p(ej/Hi).p(Hk)

∑
i

∏
j

p(ej/Hi).p(Hi)
(2)

To calculate the posterior probability of node k being an attacker p(Hk/E), it is necessary to estimate:

1. the likelihood of the event E given the hypothesis Hi, p(E/Hi) and,
2. the prior probability p(Hi), where n ≥ i > 0.

Assuming that prior and likelihoods are known, (2) facilitates to combine evidence from multiple
sources (all Eis) to a single value (posterior probability) which describes our belief, during a short obser-
vation period, that node k is an attacker given E. Aggregating short period estimations over time helps
to accumulate relatively weak evidence for long periods. This accumulated probability term,

∑
t
p(Hk/E)

(t is time) known as profile value hereafter, can be used as a measurement of the level of suspicion for
node k at any given time. These scores are converted into Z-scores for analysis.

A series of experiments have been conducted in a simulated environment to test the proposed approach.
We use NS3 [NS311] to simulate our network and generate traffic patterns of interest, assuming a poison
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arrival model. Each simulation is run for a reasonable period of time to ensure that enough traffic is
generated (over one million events). If λs, λn are mean rates of generating suspicious events (where we
only generate a subset of flow data elements including source and destination address and port numbers,
and where suspicious activity is judged by unexpected port numbers) by suspicion and normal nodes
respectively, we ensure maintaining λs = (λn ± 3

√
λn) and λn(≤ 0.1) sufficiently smaller for all our

experiments to characterise slow suspicious activities which aim at staying beneath the threshold of
detection and hiding behind the background noise.

3.2 Early Results

Early results of our work are promising: our approach is able to distinguish multiple suspicious nodes
from a given set of network nodes as shown in Figure 1.

We model detection potential D as a function of subnet size S and traffic volume V , where D =
k.( V

bS
)

1
2 , and where k is a constant, which demonstrates the effect of varying the subnet size over ability

to detect effective monitoring. This effect is demonstrated in Figure 2. The effects of total traffic volume
on detection potential are also demonstrated in Figure 3. Relevant details for these results could be found
in [KSZJ12].
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Figure 1: A Z-Score graph - for slow attack monitoring. Si represents suspicious nodes. Min and Max represent
the minimum and maximum Z-scores of normal nodes.

Our work aims to address the stated research goals by demonstrating how effective monitoring could
be deployed in more realistic network topologies. We plan to continue with our experimental approach,
and consolidate results towards the end to ensure a coherent and consistent picture emerges that is of
practical value.

4 Contribution

This research aims to address a difficult problem. Monitoring infrastructures are overloaded both with
data and tools. The question is: what do we with it? The difficulty is due to the increasing scale of
networks, the diversity of user access provision to systems, the nature of suspicious activity and the cor-
responding need to monitor for serious attacks, and ultimately being able to effectively manage detection
of intrusions.
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Our ultimate goal is to offer a set of design principles and heuristics allowing for effective collection and
analysis of data on networks. The first two research questions from Section 2 allow us to build defensible
networks, where any source of suspicious activity could be detected effectively and quickly. This is about
both better data analysis and network design. The third research question is inspired by related work
investigating exposure maps [DOE06] and darkports [WvOK07], where we adapt our algorithm to profile
target nodes for possible slow and suspicious activity. The underlying principle remains the same: we trade
in state for computation. Ever increasing processing capacity increasingly makes this feasible. But traffic
volumes indeed also pose a big challenge, and hence our final question is an attempt assess the feasibility
of sampling traffic for analysis. This is also evidenced as feasible by some other work [BR12,PRTV10],
and we propose to build on it.

Our aim is to remain domain agnostic. This allows for research to be applied at various levels, including
better detection software, monitoring tools, and network design and configuration management solutions.
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Abstract.

Socio-Technical Systems (STS) consist of people, software, hardware
and organizational units. The pervasiveness and complexity of STSs
make security analysis both particularly challenging and especially crit-
ical. Traditional security analysis techniques that address security in a
piecemeal fashion (e.g. only for software, or only for business processes)
are insufficient for addressing global security concerns and have been
found often to leave serious STS vulnerabilities untreated. In this pro-
posal, we aim at developing a comprehensive framework that consists
of concepts, techniques and tools for designing secure STSs. In our
framework, a STS consists of organizational goals and security require-
ments, businesses and industrial processes through which requirements
are satisfied, software applications that support those processes, and
system infrastructure that supports both processes and applications.
We intend to propose a systematic process to analyze and design each
part of the STSs, and finally provide an all-round security design for
STSs.

1 Introduction

The rapid developments of software systems, coping with information demands, have automated much of the
manual tasks. There is no denying that the software systems are playing an increasingly significant role in large
systems. Socio-Technical Systems (STS), as studied by Ropohl [18], introduce concepts which view systems from
two perspectives—social and machine, stressing the reciprocal relationships between these perspectives. As STSs
consist of many interweaving human and technical components, to design a STS, many complex sub-parts must
be analyzed and well designed. For example, system organizational settings, business processes, software and
infrastructures. A system can function correctly only if all the sub-components are well designed.

Security is a crucial and difficult issue for almost all systems. Ensuring security in STSs has been proved to
be especially complicated [4], as addressing security means not only considering technical aspects of software,
but also social aspects, such as the design of a business process. For example, if a business process, which
issues customer orders, does not contain a step to check the authenticity of the order, the whole system will be
vulnerable regardless of the security of other components. Moreover, the social aspect of a STS also requires to
consider how do people interact with a STS. For example, if a security mechanism is too complex, stakeholders
may close or bypass it, which leads the system to be vulnerable. In short, security protections for STSs are
subject to the Bucket Effect: applying intensive security measures to a single component can not guarantee the
security of the whole system.

Copyright c© by the paper’s authors. Copying permitted only for private and academic purposes.
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Unfortunately, most existing approaches address security requirements in a piecemeal fashion, merely consid-
ering security issues for a particular narrow part, i.e. software, physical infrastructure, or business process. We
argue that the security designs of different parts in STSs may influence each other in certain ways. Currently,
there are no formal approaches to connect all the design concepts in different system components and analyze
their mutual impacts. Thus, no systematic, global means are proposed to design fully secure STSs.

To address this problem, we plan to develop a framework which consists of concepts, processes, and tools
for designing secure socio-technical system by connecting different components with each other. This framework
contributes in following aspects: 1) explicitly capture and represent causal relationships among different parts of
a system to support the design in each part; 2) propose a systematic process to produce secure designs for each
component — the synthesis of these designs is treated as the system design, which fulfills both organizational
objectives and security requirements; 3) provide a systematic means to handle system changes, while continuously
satisfy both organizational objectives and security requirements.

In the remaining part of this paper, we summarize the state of the art in Sec. 2, based on which we describe
concrete research topics in Sect. 3. Sect. 4 shows our research approach that deals with the identified problems.
Finally, the contribution of our work is summarized in Sect. 6.

2 Related Work

In this section, we will summarize related work on the topic of system security analysis and design. We are
able to categorize many of these works according to the analytical perspectives they hold. Specifically, we con-
sider following four perspectives: organizational settings, business processes, software applications and physical
infrastructure. Work which falls outside of these classifications are discussed in a separate subsection.

There are a number of research proposals which focus on ensuring security of organizational settings through
modeling interactions among social actors, as well as some social relationships (e.g. trust, delegation, authoriza-
tion) [15, 7, 11].

Security analysis which focuses on business processes aims to represent the security requirements in business
process models. Analysts can use these requirements to further design secure business processes [17, 9].

Most security efforts have focused on the technical aspects of software. There are many security analysis
techniques which can represent either security attacks or security requirements, such as Abuse Case [12], Attack
Tree [19]. In addition, there has been much investigation into systematic processes for security requirement
engineering. For example, SQUARE [13] and SREP [14]. Moreover, security design methodologies are used to
align software developments with security requirements, which capture a lot of security domain knowledge.
Examples of security design methodologies include UMLsec [10] and Security Patterns [20].

Currently, there are few security approaches that focus on the infrastructure domain. Jürjens considers secure
deployments in UMLsec [10] , which address security issues in the physical layer.

Mouratidis and Jürjens connect security designs between the organization perspective and the software per-
spective by combining Secure Tropos and UMLsec [16]. They provide a structured process to translate the results
of organizational security requirements to pertinent software design elements to support secure software devel-
opments. However, they only transfer security requirements from the organization layer to the software layer,
and do not provide feedback in the other direction.

Finally, there is another research branch that address human factors in STSs. Tarimo et al. [21] discuss the
importance of security culture in the security analysis of STSs. They exploit the capability of organizational
behavior theory, and explain how security cultures influence security requirements of STSs. In addition, Beaute-
ment et al. [3] argue that system stakeholders do concern with the costs and benefits introduced by security
mechanisms, and a lot of security breaches arises due to overlooking the intentional factors of human. Thus, they
propose Compliance Budget to understand human behaviors and further address the security balance problem.

3 Research Problem

Compared to technically-focused software systems, the socio-technical systems extend their system boundaries
to include several related components, namely organization, business process and infrastructure. Although the
proposed components may overlap with each other to some extent, we use them to ensure security designs cover
all important aspects of STSs. Our work aims at analyzing all these essential components and investigating
connections between them.
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Organization component includes high-level system requirements. The concerns about organizational set-
tings (e.g. the organizational hierarchies and policies) are considered in this domain.

Business process component is considered the core part of STSs, as all organizational requirements are met
through business processes, and as business processes provide instructions for both humans and software on
how to work together to achieve specific goals.

Software component provides concrete implementations for supporting the business process. In the mean-
while, it relies on the deployment of infrastructure.

Physical infrastructure component is the backbone of software applications. The performance of software
applications highly depends on related infrastructures. In addition, they may also play a role in some
activities in the business process.

Human factors are the major issues in STSs. Instead of addressing human influences in an independent dimension,
we consider them together with each of the above components. We aim to consider human reactions together
with related system designs, which facilitate understanding human intentions.

Based on the above components, our work will take the organizational goals and security requirements, which
are in the organization component, as the inputs. While the outputs are a set of designs in the three left
components, which work together to ensure security of the systems. In this sense, we define the designs in the
software component as Software Requirement Specifications(SRS); the designs in business process component
are Business Requirement Specifications(BRS) and the designs in infrastructure component are Infrastructure
Requirement Specifications(IRS). Then the synthesis of all these designs is treated as the system specification,
which satisfies both organizational goals and security requirements. Thus, the design of STS is defined as:

System Design = BRS+SRS+IRS
Current studies only take into account one of these parts and leave assumptions on other parts, which may not
be held in the target system. We argue that these three parts of system designs are highly involved with each
other. Without a global view on all the parts, the system under development will be vulnerable.

As a result, my research problem is summarized as developing a framework of concepts, processes, and tools for
globally designing secure socio-technical systems by synthesizing designs in three different components, namely
business process, software and physical infrastructure. Specifically, there are four research questions need to
be addressed: 1) what are the interrelationships among the above components; 2) how to formally orchestrate
analysis in different components to provide global security designs; 3) how to derive secure designs in each
component; 4) how to adapt designs to handle system changes.

4 Research Approach

In this section, we propose a research approach, which addresses the security problems in each system component,
in order to derive global secure designs for STSs.

4.1 Concepts of Secure STS

To specify system designs, we apply the following three concepts Requirements (R), Specification (S) and Domain
assumption (D), proposed by Zave and Jackson [22]. They have been formalized as follows: D,S ` R. For a
specific domain this formula implies that the requirements can be satisfied by the specifications under relevant
domain assumptions. A number of existing works make use of this conceptualization and formalism [8], but
all of them take the machine domain by default. Our work aims to consider each component of STSs as a
single domain. Each of them has its only requirements, domain assumptions, and specifications. In addition, we
separate SecurityRequirement(SR) from the concept Requirement(R) in order to stress the security analysis
in our research. As a result, the concepts can be represented by the formula D,S ` R,SR. This formula is
further specified for each of the proposed components. For instance, Dbp, Sbp ` Rbp, SRbp represent the relevant
concepts in the business process component. We structure the three components in a hierarchical way (Fig.1),
which answers the research question 1.

Concretely, as shown in Fig.1, the organizational requirements are imported to the business process domain;
the design of the business process domains specify the requirements for the software domain, as well as the
infrastructure domain; the software domain should support business process, in the meanwhile shed light on the
requirements for the infrastructure domain; finally, the infrastructure domain should support the design in other
two domains. We use Tropos [5], a goal-based requirement modeling language, to represent requirements in all
the layers. The specifications in all three layers are represented by BPMN [2], UML activity diagram and UML
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deployment diagram [1] respectively. All of these models will be further extended with related security notations.
In order to explicitly represent the semantics of each concepts, as well as their interrelationships, we aim to
develop a formal ontology with Description Logic to capture all related knowledge (both system development
and security engineering).

Fig. 1. Process for multi-layer system design

4.2 Secure STS Design Process

Based on the comprehensive ontology we are planning to build, we will further propose an intuitive process to
orchestrate design processes in different layers(Fig.1), which address the research question 2. In each layer, its
requirements are influenced by designs of other layers. In this process framework, analysis is conducted from the
business process layer to the software layer, finally to infrastructure layer. It is worth noting that the proposed
process is not like waterfall model, which is analyzed once for all, but an iterative process that incrementally
addresses system designs. Through these analytical processes, the traceability links between layers could be
derived, which are the key issues for global system designs.

The traceability links are built from specifications in one layer to requirements in other layers, not to specifi-
cations in other layers. In this sense, we do not directly impose designs from one layer to another, which indicates
designs in each layer are only subject to requirements of that layer. The benefits from this separation include:
1) the requirement model plays as the mediator to connect designs in different do- mains, which clearly separate
problems and solutions. By using the intermediary requirement model, the many-to-many mapping relationships
between designs that are in different layers could be simplified as one-to-many relationships, which reduce the
complexity of the design work and increase the adaptability of the system design. 2) By using the goal models
to represent requirements, we can exploit the inherent advantages of the goal-based analytical techniques to
facilitate the design work, such as the analysis of requirement satisfaction and alternative selection. As a result,
this proposed framework could be used not only for developing new systems, but also for developing systems
that are based on legacy systems. If existing designs of a legacy system cannot satisfy requirements imposed by
previous layers, the analysis will backtrack to the previous layers and try to find another alternative.

There are six tasks identified in the Fig. 1, which outline the process for deriving an all-round system design.
Concretely, the tasks 1,3 and 5 focus on how to derive general requirements and security requirements from upper
layers. To this end, mapping mechanisms among layers will be defined to assist the derivation of requirements.
The tasks 2,4 and 6 focus on how to derive secure designs that fulfill both general requirements and security
requirements. We intend to carry out risk-based security analysis processes to derive security designs by adopting
security patterns. This general analytical process will be customized for each layer according to their domain
specific features. By introducing such a design process we satisfy the research question 3.

4.3 Evolution of Secure Design

Changes are inevitable for most systems, and these changes must be handled in a way that ensures the continued
satisfaction of system requirements. The essence of our work is to combine concepts in multiple layers, based on
which we are able to identify designs in different layers which are effected by change requests.

In front of changed requirements, we will incrementally evolve the system rather than re-design from scratch.
Thus, appropriate strategies should be applied to promote the incremental design process. Referring to the
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work[6]. We consider three kinds of approaches, namely minimal efforts, minimal changes and maximal familiar-
ities.

4.4 Approach Illustration

The expected contribution of this research is providing a systematic means to globally design a secure STS. In
this part, we use a simple example to show the ideal system development process. A smart grid real-time pricing
scenario is used as an example for illustration. Due to the space limitation, we only focus on a particular part of
this example, which is highlighted by dotted rectangles.

Fig. 2. Illustration of global design for secure STS

The whole design process is shown in Fig.2, which stick to the process described in Fig.1. Except for the nota-
tions introduced by existing work(e.g. Tropos, BPMN, UML), we add another two concepts, domain assumption
and security objective, into the design process. Domain assumption represents the assumption that are taken
during system design, and security objective represents security properties that have to be held during a goal
achievement process. Fig.2 shows an intuitive order for system design, which could be conducted backwards and
iteratively as necessary.

When there is a change happens at arbitrary part of the system design, the system will evolve accordingly to
continuously satisfy the organizational goals. Fig.3 represents a redesign process via traceability links. Concretely,
the change first cause a backwards propagation as shown in the upper part of Fig.3. The propagation will be
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Fig. 3. Illustration of a system evolution according to a change

stopped until the change could be handled, e.g. find an alternative way to replace the unsatisfied requirement.
After that, the system will forward the new design to related parts to “implement” it.

5 Evaluation Plan

Our framework aims to support the secure system design for socio-technical systems, and it is supposed to provide
an all-around solution within comparatively efficient processes. To ensure the effectiveness and efficiency of the
proposed framework, we should follow an evaluation methodology to examine the practical value of our work.

Tool support We are intended to develop a CASE tool, which can support all the steps of our analytical
framework. Enhanced by this tool, the system design process could be done in a semi-automatic way. For the
task 3 and 5, the tool can analyze the designs in upper layers and generate potential requirements, which will be
further confirmed and modified by human. For task 2, 4 and 6, the tool will assist the security analysis processes
to derive security design in each layer. In addition, the tool is able to analyze the ripple-effects of specific changes.
All the design fragments influenced by the changes will be presented by the tool, and the customer will take the
final decisions about which part should be changed.

Case study We will apply our design methods to a real socio-technical system, such as smart grid and
electrical healthy system. The key point of the case study is to take out the theoretical method from laboratory
to practice in order to check whether it works in reality. To this end, a number of factors need to be considered
during the case study, such as the background of the method adopter, the time span for learning the method,
the help or guide provided by the method designer. We need to exploit the influential factors as many as possible
to provide an in-depth evaluation for our method. In addition, if it is possible we are planning to compare our
method with other related work on the same case study to examine the advantages and disadvantages of our
method.

6 Contribution

In summary, satisfaction of the proposed research goals via execution of the described plans will contribute to
the state of the art by providing:

1. A conceptual multi-layer framework to understand the secure socio-technical system in a comprehensive
way, specifically to understand the interactions among different system components.

2. A methodology to globally design secure socio-technical systems, which satisfy both organizational objectives
and security requirements, either based on an existing system or for a new system. The methodology is
aimed to enable the evolution of system design to manage requested changes, while continuously fulfilling
organizational objectives and security requirements.

3. A tool that supports all the analytical steps of the proposed methodology. The tool will allow us to carry
out an evaluation to examine the practical value of our work.
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Abstract

In recent years numerous researchers have proposed a wide variety of
approaches to incorporate security concerns into software design. Un-
fortunately a systematic literature review (SLR) providing a detailed
overview of the state of the art and defining interesting research oppor-
tunities is lacking. This creates an extra barrier for (new) researchers
to enter the domain and contribute to it. We describe a procedure for
an SLR aimed at minimizing this barrier. By providing this procedure
we first hope to receive feedback on it and trigger a discussion. Second,
the availability of this procedure is useful when updating the SLR with
approaches that will emerge after its initial performance.

1 Introduction

Students starting a PhD must typically overcome two challenges before they can start contributing to a particular
domain. On one hand they must define their own “niche” within the domain. On the other hand they must
establish a good understanding of the state of the art. These challenges are most often tackled by studying the
available literature. A systematic literature review (SLR), introduced into software engineering by Kitchenham
and Charters [KC07], is a structured manner for executing this task.

We are performing an SLR concerning the incorporation of security concerns in software design. This do-
main has grown rapidly in recent years, with numerous researchers proposing a wide variety of approaches.
Unfortunately these approaches are developed mostly independent from each other and focus on different se-
curity properties. This results in a complex tangle of different approaches, creating an extra barrier for (new)
researchers to enter the domain and contribute to it.

The first objective of this SLR is to untangle the domain by providing a detailed overview of the current state
of the art, useful to both new and experienced researchers. Second we aim at discovering the gaps in current
research and thus define interesting research opportunities. In this paper we describe in detail the procedure
defined for the SLR. However, the actual results of the SLR are not discussed here. By providing this procedure
we first hope to receive feedback on it and trigger a discussion. Second, the availability of this procedure allows
everyone to continuously update the SLR with approaches that will emerge after its initial performance.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses in detail the procedure of the SLR.
Section 3 shortly describes related work. Section 4 concludes the paper.

Copyright c© by the paper’s authors. Copying permitted only for private and academic purposes.

In: A. Editor, B. Coeditor (eds.): Proceedings of the XYZ Workshop, Location, Country, DD-MMM-YYYY, published at
http://ceur-ws.org
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2 Systematic Literature Review

This section introduces the procedure we defined for the SLR. First, we describe the research questions and
discuss how they relate to our goals. Second, we describe the criteria for scoping the relevant research works.
Third, we describe the strategy to retrieve the relevant research works. Fourth, we describe how the research
works are analyzed to provide answers to the posed research questions.

2.1 Research Questions

We define four main research questions (RQ’s), shown below, for the SLR.

RQ1: What security properties are supported during software design?

RQ2: Is a representation of the security properties supported?

RQ3: Is an analysis of the security properties supported?

RQ3.1: Is the supported analysis precise?

RQ3.2: Is the supported analysis white hat or black hat?

RQ4: What evaluation is provided for the proposed approach?

To avoid ambiguity some terms in these research questions require a more precise description. Software
design refers to both architectural and detailed design. Security properties includes properties such as integrity
and logging. The full set of properties defined for the SLR is discussed later. Supporting a security property
means providing the possibility to represent and/or analyze it. Representing a security property covers every
explicit representation, graphical or textual, of a security property. Analyzing a security property means verifying
whether it is correctly enforced according to the system’s security policy, which is the collection of all security
requirements. An analysis is considered precise if a developer can algorithmically perform it by following the
steps in its description. Note that whether an analysis method is precise or not is irrelevant of any tool support.

The first three research questions allow to construct an overview of the state of the art. Furthermore, they
allow to discover research opportunities concerning security properties that are not or barely addressed. The
fourth research question uncovers approaches lacking evaluation, which are opportunities for empirical research.

2.2 Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

The inclusion and exclusion criteria of an SLR delimit which research works are considered relevant. Papers are
included if they adhere to at least one of the following criteria:

• The paper represents security properties in software design or

• analyzes security properties in software design or

• models attacks or threats in software design or

• evaluates a paper included by a previous criterion.

Papers are excluded if they adhere to at least one of the following criteria:

• The paper only mentions security as a general introductory term or

• is not available as a full version, only an extended abstract or presentation, or

• is a duplicate of an included paper or

• is superseded by an included paper or

• is published more then ten years ago.
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If duplicate papers are encountered only the most recent or most extensive version is included. We defined
a scope of ten years because approaches described in older papers either have been developed further, and are
thus included through later papers, or have most likely become outdated for current technology.

The inclusion or exclusion of a paper is decided in two phases. First, during the initial selection phase the
abstract, title and keywords of a paper are evaluated against above criteria. In case of doubt the conclusion
of the paper is also consulted. Second, during the final selection phase the included papers are fully read and
their inclusion is re-evaluated. Each paper is evaluated by one participant of the SLR while another participant
validates this evaluation. If participants disagree on the inclusion or exclusion of a paper consensus should be
reached through a discussion between all participants.

2.3 Search Strategy

A search strategy defines how to retrieve relevant research works. In order to achieve maximal coverage our search
strategy consists of three complementary methods: a digital library search, a manual search and snowballing.

First, we searched digital libraries by means of a search string containing relevant terms. Table 1 contains
an overview of the selected digital libraries. In our opinion this selection covers a sufficiently large amount of
the defined domain and including more libraries would result in too much overhead. Furthermore the selected
libraries provide extensive search functionality, allowing complex search strings. We considered using Google
Scholar but due to technical limitations it was not included.

Table 1: Digital Libraries targeted with a search string

Library Website

ACM https://dl.acm.org/

CiteSeerX http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu

IEEExplore http://ieeexplore.ieee.org

Springerlink http://link.springer.com

ISI Web of Science http://apps.webofknowledge.com

Compendex http://www.engineeringvillage2.org/

An initial search string was constructed by selecting terms from a manually composed set of highly relevant
papers. This search string was fine-tuned to reduce the number of irrelevant papers using the top 100 results of
ACM and CiteSeerX. To avoid an explosion in the number of results the search string is only queried over the
abstract, keywords and title. Due to space constraints we do not describe the final search string here1

Second, we performed a manual search of papers published in relevant conferences and journals. Tables
2 and 3 contain an overview of respectively the selected conferences and journals. In our opinion this is a
representative selection of venues for the defined research domain.

Table 2: Conferences selected to be manually searched

Name Acronym

European Conference on Object-Oriented Programming ECCOOP
International Symposium on Engineering Secure Software and Systems ESSoS

International Conference on Software Engineering ICSE
International Symposium on Architecting Critical Systems ISARCS

International Conference on Model Driven Engineering Languages and Systems MODELS
Working IEEE/IFIP Conference on Software Architecture WICSA

European Conference on Software Architecture ECSA

Third, we performed the so-called snowballing method, both forward and backward, on included papers.

1More information can be found at https://people.cs.kuleuven.be/alexander.vandenberghe/search-string.html.
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Table 3: Journals selected to be manually searched

Name Acronym

Journal of Systems and Software JSS
Software and Systems Modeling SoSyM

Transactions of Software Engineering TSE

2.4 Quality Assessment, Data Extraction and Synthesis

The research questions are answered by analyzing the included approaches2. First, the quality assessment
uses a quality questionnaire, shown below, to score each approach. Allowing one to rank the approaches relative
to each other.

1. How many papers are published for the approach?

2. How is the approach evaluated?

• Industrial case study

• Researcher or student case study

• Toy example

3. How much tool support is available for the approach?

• Full tool support

• Partial tool support

• No tool support

For the first question an approach is awarded one point per paper included in the SLR. For the second
question an industrial case study awards two points, a researcher or student case study awards one point and a
toy example awards half a point. Points are awarded per unique instance of an evaluation. If different papers
describe the same evaluation points are awarded only once. If for example multiple papers for one approach
describe the same toy example only half a point is awarded. For the third question full tool support awards
one point whereas partial tool support awards half a point. Full support means one or more tools support the
creation of all notational elements provided by the approach and its analysis method can be performed without
user intervention. If only part of the approach is supported by one or more tools (e.g., a modeling tool is available
but analysis must be performed manually) it is considered to have partial tool support.

Second, data extraction is performed using a taxonomy we defined for the SLR. Each approach is classified
over three dimensions: security, software engineering and evaluation.

The security dimension, shown in Figure 1, provides essential data concerning the first three research questions.
Besides this data any other security artifacts (e.g., test data) constructed by an approach can also be listed.

The software engineering dimension, shown in Figure 2, allows to situate approaches within the develop-
ment process as a whole. Furthermore it allows comparing approaches based on their applicability in different
development phases or domains and thus further elaborates the intended overview.

The evaluation dimension, shown in Figure 3, provides data for the fourth research question. This dimension
allows to compare both the evaluations for one approach as well as the evaluation for different approaches.

Third, data synthesis summarizes the data obtained during data extraction to provide answers to the posed
research questions. The first three research questions can be answered by tabulating the data extracted for the
security and software engineering dimension. The fourth research question can be answered by tabulating the
data extracted for the evaluation dimension.

2Since we want to analyze each approach as a whole, we group all papers concerning one approach together instead of analyzing
each paper individually.
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Securi ty

Declarat ive Propert ies

Operational  Mechanisms

Confidentiality

Integr i ty

Availability

Accountability

Privacy

Access Control

Authent icat ion

Authorizat ion

Logging

Encryption

Represen ta t ion Yes/No

Analysis
Precise/Imprecise/None

Black Hat/White Hat/None

Figure 1: The security dimension classifies each approach based on which security properties it supports and
how these properties are supported.

Software  Engineer ing

P h a s e

Models

Domain

Requirements Analysis

Architecture

Detailed Design

Yes/No

Class Diagram, Activity Diagram

E-Commerce, Medical Application

Figure 2: The software engineering dimension classifies each approach based on supported development phases,
models and domains. Dashed rectangles illustrate example values.

Evaluation

Type

Industrial  Case Study

Researcher  or  Student  Case  Study

Toy Example

Provider
Authors

3rd  Par ty

Domain E-Commerce, Medical Application

Figure 3: The evaluation dimension classifies each evaluation for an approach based on its type, who provides it
and in which domain it is situated.
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3 Related Work

In recent years studies comparable to the SLR proposed in this paper have been performed. These studies can
be divided into three categories: SLR’s, comparisons and surveys.

First, the SLR category contains studies following the guidelines by Kitchenham and Charters. Jensen and
Jaatun [JJ11] study security in model-driven development. Due to their focus on code generation the scope of
the SLR is rather narrow. Furthermore, no explicit comparison of included approaches is provided.

Second, the comparison category contains studies only comparing selected approaches. The conclusions from
such studies are useful but provide little information for the domain as a whole. Matulevičius and Dumas [MD10]
compare two approaches for their applicability to role-based access control.

Third, the survey category contains studies providing an overview of the domain, with optionally a compar-
ison. These studies are not performed in a systematic manner making them difficult to update.

Dehlinger and Subramanian [DS06] survey aspect-oriented approaches for designing and implementing secure
software. The included approaches are only individually evaluated without comparison between them. Ja-
yaram and Mathur [JM05] cover a broader scope by surveying all types of approaches but focus mainly on the
requirements phase. The authors provide no comparison and only general possible research directions.

Villarroel et al. [VFMP05] not only provide an overview but also compare the surveyed approaches. The
authors use Khwaja and Urban’s [KU02] comparison framework, which lacks security-specific criteria. The
resulting comparison thus does not provide an adequate overview of security in software design. Kasal et
al. [KHN11] solve this problem by defining their own evaluation taxonomy, inspired by Khwaja and Urban’s
framework. The authors define, among others, formality and security mechanisms as evaluation dimensions.

Dai and Cooper [DC07] evaluate and compare approaches based on supported security properties, used mod-
eling notations, analysis support and examples. But they do not explicitly define their evaluation taxonomy.

4 Conclusion

In this paper we described in detail a procedure for a systematic literature review (SLR) concerning the incor-
poration of secure concerns in software design. With such an SLR we aim to provide a detailed overview of the
state of the art and define interesting research opportunities. By making the procedure available we first hope
to receive feedback and trigger a discussion. Second, the availability of this procedure allows everyone to con-
tinuously update the SLR with approaches that will emerge after its initial performance. Hopefully resulting in
the continuous availability of an up to date SLR aiding researchers in entering and contributing to the domain.
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Abstract. Security requirements engineering is an important part of
many software projects. Practitioners consider security requirements from
the early stages of software development processes, but most of them do
not use any formal method for security requirements engineering. Accord-
ing to a recent survey, only about 9% security practitioners implement
formal process of elicitation and analysis of security requirements and
risks.

However, a number of methods have been recently proposed in academia
to support practitioners in collecting and analysing security require-
ments. Unfortunately, these methods are not widely adopted in practice
because there is a lack of empirical evidence that they work. Only few
papers in requirements engineering have a solid empirical evidence of effi-
ciency of proposed solutions. So how can we know that security methods
work in practice?

In this paper we propose to conduct a series of empirical studies to
build a basis that a) will provide security practitioners with guidelines
for selection of security requirements methods, and b) will help methods
designer understand how to improve their methods.

1 Introduction

An increasing role of security in software development process is recognized
by both industrial professionals [14] and academia members [10]. The security
requirements and risk analysis plays a major role in delivery of secure software
systems.

A variety of academic security methods like SREP [9] and CORAS [7], Secure
Tropos [12] and SI* [6], LINDDUN [3] and misuse cases [15] have been proposed
in the last years. However, these methods are not commonly used in industry.
Only 9% of security practitioners implement formal process of elicitation and
analysis of security requirements and risks [5]. The reason of this can be a lack of
empirical study showing the effectiveness of these methods on real cases. In most
of the papers in requirement engineering researchers propose a new methodology
and shows that it works. This is acknowledged by a recent study of Condori-
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Fernandez et al. [2] shows that only 13% of research works in Requirements
Engineering relied on case studies1.

So how can the practitioners decide which method is better for elicitation
and analysis of security requirements and risks in their projects? This lack of
empirical grounded knowledge on security methods effectiveness in real cases
blocks a wide deployment of academic methods in industrial projects. Indeed,
disregarding of validation activities is a drawback for both practitioners and
methods designers. Practitioners do not know which methods to apply because
designers of methods do not provide information about the effectiveness and
usefulness of the methods in real cases. Methods designers do not know whether
the methods are efficient in practice or not because there is no experience in
practical application of the methods.

The main objective of our research is to investigate the effectiveness of secu-
rity requirements and risk analysis methods and the reasons of their effectiveness
through a series of empirical studies. The second objective is to build an empiri-
cal basis that a) can provide security practitioners with guidelines for selection of
security requirements methods, and b) will help methods designers to understand
how to improve their methods.

There is a number of empirical studies are dealing with requirements engi-
neering. Morandini et al. [11] present qualitative study of requirements compre-
hension. They compare Tropos and Tropos4AS requirements methods. Opdahl
et al. [13] carried out a pair of controlled experiments to compare two methods
for security threats identification: misuse cases and attack trees. Asnar et al. [1]
presents their experience in modeling and analysis of requirements in practice.
They applied Secure Tropos method in air transport management system.

The expected contribution of our work to the field of Engineering Secure
Software and Systems is practical guidelines for selecting security requirements
and risk assessment methods.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 states the proposed
research directions. The research methodology and research plan are presented
in Section 3. The ongoing and future work are discussed in Section 4.

2 Research Objectives

There is a number of methods for elicitation and analysis of security require-
ments. Usually methods designers propose a method and claim that the method
works. To show that the method works typically method designer apply the
method to a real case. This kind of experimentation cannot be accepted as a
solid evidence that the new method works in practice.

Without experimentation how do practitioners choose methods for elicita-
tion of security requirements and risks? How do researchers understand ways
to improve their method? These two questions lead to the third one: How to
empirically validate the effectiveness of a new security method?

1 Case study is an in-depth investigation of how and why a particular phenomenon
happened in real-life conditions
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In this work we propose to empirically validate the effectiveness of security
requirements methods when they are applied by novices, i.e., users that have no
prior knowledge of these methods. In particular, we wand to understand which
security methods are effective and which are not, and what are the reasons
behind.

The main outcome of our research is to build an empirical ground that a) will
help security practitioners to select a security requirements method, and b) pro-
vides methods designers with ideas on how to improve their methods.

Thus, our research work aims to answer the following questions:

– RQ1 Do security methods work in practice when applied by novice users?
– RQ2 Why do some methods work? Why others don’t?

We want to answer the above research questions by conducting a series of em-
pirical studies using a mix-method methodology combining research approaches
from qualitative research (e.g. grounded theory) and quantitative research (e.g.
controlled experiments).

3 Research Methodology and Research Plan

The research can be organized into 3 main phases: Design (step 1), Execution
(steps 2-3), and Analysis (step 4). The decomposition of research plan is shown
in Figure 1.

Fig. 1: Research plan.

3.1 Step 1: Selection of Research Methodology

The first step is to select a research methodology for our research. For this
purpose we compare the research methodologies that are the most relevant to
studies in the field of software engineering. We adopt the Easterbrook et al. [4]
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taxonomy of research methods. This taxonomy considers five main classes of
research methods: a) controlled experiments; b) case studies; c) survey research;
d) ethnography; e) action research.

We propose to combine qualitative studies (grounded theory) with quantita-
tive research (metrics measurements and statistics). We will apply quantitative
methods to evaluate the effectiveness of academic methods for elicitation of se-
curity requirements (RQ1 ). Quantitative methods will allow us to collect wide
knowledge base for following qualitative studies. For RQ2 we plan to conduct
qualitative studies to find out the underlying reasons of methods effectiveness
(RQ2 ). The quantitative methods make it possible to advance hypotheses of
security methods and check them experimentally.

We selected controlled experiment as a principal methodology for our research
because it allows us to control necessary variables and collect reliable data for
evaluation of the effectiveness of security requirements methods. However, we
combine controlled experiments with quantitative (metrics measurements) and
qualitative methods (focus group interview).

3.2 Step 2: Evaluate the Effectiveness of Academic Security
Methods

At this step, in order to answer RQ1, we propose to evaluate the effectiveness
of academic security requirements methods in case when they are applied by
novices. A controlled experiment with master students will allow us to measure
the effectiveness of security requirements methods in case when they are applied
by users without prior knowledge of the methods.

3.3 Step 3: Academic security method vs. Industrial

The aim of this step it to understand which features make methods effective
and working in practice. We propose to evaluate and compare academic versus
industrial security methods in order to study which of the studied methods work
better and why it happens. For this purpose we propose to conduct a controlled
experiment with security practitioners and evaluate the effectiveness of one aca-
demic security requirements method (the best one by results of the previous
experiment) versus the most used industrial method. The controlled experiment
with practitioners and comparison of academic method with industrial one can
give us an idea about those details and features that makes a method effective
in real cases.

3.4 Step 4: Build Empirical Grounds

At this step we are going to aggregate and analyse the results of our experi-
ments. Basing on these results we plan to develop empirical basis for selection
of security methods. We believe this knowledge should help practitioners in un-
derstanding which of academic security methods are suitable for the purposes of
their projects. At the same time the methods designers may find an idea about
what makes their security methods applicable.
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4 Ongoing and Future Work

This section presents the ongoing work and supplements the research plan with
details of the future work.

The first experiment. Based on the results of eRISE challenges [8] conducted in
2011 and 2012 we selected 2 academic security methods, SREP and CORAS, to
be evaluated and compared in our experiment. The last eRISE challenge showed
that the SREP method was more appreciated by the participants than CORAS.
Every participant that applied SREP method was able to finish all steps and
identified a set of security requirements. In contrast, CORAS method showed
worse results. The aim of the controlled experiment is to understand the reasons
that make SREP better than CORAS. Quantitative research will help us to
compare the effectiveness of the methods and find the reasons behind.

We are conducting controlled experiment with master students of Security
Engineering course at University of Trento. The master students are divided into
two groups. The first group of students uses SREP method while the second
group applies CORAS method and vice-versa. During the experiment for each
method-case combination we measure a number of metrics.

To evaluate the performance of the methods we take the following metrics:

– Number of assets. How many threats per asset does the participant identify
for the case?

– Number of threats. How many threats does the participant identify for the
case?

– Number of security requirements. How many security requirements does the
participant identify for the case? 2

To evaluate the perception of the users we take values similar to Opdahl et
al. [13]:

– Perceived usefulness. How useful does the participant consider the method
to be?

– Perceived easy to use. How easy to use does the participant consider the
method to be?

– Intention to use. Does the participant intend to use the method again in the
future?

In this experiment we propose to test more than 10 hypotheses that are
dealing with correlation between performance and perception metrics, and the
participants experience in application of security methods. Here are some exam-
ples of hypotheses to test:

2 We use the notion of security requirements to denote both treatments in CORAS
and security requirements in SREP because they both define a way to mitigate a
threat.
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– H1 There will be a difference in the number of threats found with CORAS
and with SREP within each case.

– H2 The difference between the numbers of security requirements found with
CORAS and with SREP will be correlated with the difference between the
participants’ preferences for CORAS and for SREP within each case

– H3 The difference between the number of threats found with CORAS and
with SREP will be correlated with participants’ knowledge in security

We foreseen that the experiment will show a) how users without experience
in application of security methods can comply with the method guidelines and
b) how the first experience in application of one security method impacts on
the work with other security methods (i.e., does the previous experience with
security methods facilitate the application of new ones?)

eRISE 2013. In 2013 we will be involved in organization of eRISE 2013 chal-
lenge. This challenge aims to empirically evaluate security requirements and risk
assessment methods. During eRISE we will study how participants apply the
methods in practice, and which security methods are more effective and what
features make them useful. The eRISE 2013 covers the objectives of our sec-
ond experiment. We will conduct a controlled experiment with practitioners and
compare the best academic method by the results of our first experiment and an
industrial method that is the most used in practice. We expect to collect suffi-
cient and reliable data to understand what the security methods need to become
effective.
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